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Chapter I p

V
Kant speculated in 1755 that the nebulae,now called >:c:

galaxies,were remote, independent stellar systems, or "island |'

universes',as they were subsequently called (Shane,1975). Since by'

1755 our ideas about the structure of the Universe and the '

distribution of the galaxies therein have advanced tremendously. [;:--

In particular the true three-dimensional structure of the

.?'/ Universe in the immediate neighborhood of our galaxy ( to beyond

- 'U the Virgo supercluster ) is being unraveled these days by

•%•'$ extensive redshift surveys.
'•' ?•'
' -j The distribution of galaxies over the sky is highly non-

: y 'i

' uniform, fis far back as the beginning of this century Wolf (1906)

identified concentrations of nebulae. Later on.different catalogs

• . n of clusterings of galaxies were published by Shapley (1933) andtrr: Holmberg (1950,1969} . However, the two main catalogs now in

;'• •' current use ar* the Catalog of Galaxies and Clusters of Galaxies ;.

f'. (Zwicky ct al.,1961-1968) and the Catalog of Rich Clusters of

£--V Galaxies CRbell.1958).

' . The way of selecting clusters of galaxies for inclusion in both

v -; catalogs was by observing an enhancement of the surface number

":'i density relative to the density of the background. Inclusion in

.;.; v Zwicky's catalog implies simultaneously that : the detected

£y' cluster contains at least 50 galaxies whose magnitudes are within
:ï| 3 mag of the brightest member of the cluster,all the cluster

||:! galaxies lie within a contour defining an enhancement of twice

*; the neighboring projected density end the cluster lies north of

\: declination -3*. Obeli's criteria for including a cluster in his

5V lists are stricter : the cluster must contain at least 50 members
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brighter than nij +2,where m3 is the magnitude of the third

brightest member galaxy,all within a circle with radius 1.7/z

arcmin (z is the redshift of the cluster,estimated by Pbell from

the magnitude of the 10-th brightest galaxy in the cluster);the

redshift of an Hbell cluster has to be 0.02 < z < 0.20 and the

cluster should lie north of declination -27°.

Not only clusters of galaxies were catalogued. Lists of

groups of galaxies ,apparently characterized by a lower

population,were produced by Holmberg (1937) and later by Sandage

and Tanmann (1375),de Vaucouleurs (1375) and Turner & Gott

(1376a). The definition of a group of galaxies in these works is

similar to that of a cluster of galaxies,i.e. a projected density

enhancement. For example,the Turner and Gott groups have to be
i

north of declination 0*,north of galactic latitude 40° and only

galaxies brighter than 14.0 mag have been considered for

inclusion. The density enhancement considered by Turner and Gott

is a factor of 4.64 * dex(2/3) over the average projected

density.

It is clear that galaxies are gregarious entities which tend ':,;

to clump in the Universe. This tendency was apparently noted £j

already by William and Sir John Herschel (cf. Materne and [I

Tamman,1974). This clustering is most evident in the extensive 'ii

survey of galaxies conducted at the Lick Observatory (Shane and j[j

,: Wirtanen,1967). The study of the galactic neighborhood,of all |

I,: galaxies known within 9.1 Hpc showed that 2/3 of all the objects |

'd. p
» within this volume are concentrated to only 7 groups (Tammann and [|

'4'r Kraan,1977). In spite of this,only a small fraction of galaxies A

YA resides in the rich clusters,while more than 90 % are in many

': low-density loose groups,or are isolated (Dressler, 1980a).

R large amount of observational and theoretical effort has
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been expended to try and understand galaxies in clusters. This is - ;

understandable,because the cluster environment enhances the sj~

chance of interactions between galaxies. The probability of one '"

galaxy encountering a similar one is proportional to its '"

geometrical cross-section TTr1, its peculiar space velocity v.the

space density of galaxies N,and the time passed t. In other kf

words:

P~**r**v*N*t (1)

:i ; The observed quantities are <v>,Nh~ and rh,where h is the Hubble

constant in units of 100 km/s/Hpc ,thus

P~7*HDSCrh/10a kpcJ*t<v>/100 km/s3*CNh"*/1 Mpc*J*h«r (2)

T is here the time passed between subsequent collisions and

••, ;t encounters in units of the Hubble time.

•'"' In a rich,regular type cluster of galaxies the central density

r is (BahcaU,1977>

.4*10'l«ha galaxies/Hpcs (35

The average velocity of a galaxy is also higher than in poorer V:

clusterings,of order 10 tcm/

encounters is (B*hcall,1977)

clusterings,of order 10 tcm/s . There,the timescate between close \\

r. ~ - yrs (4)

<v> / (1000km/s)«N,/(1000/Mpcs)*rh/10kpc

In such environments close passages within 100 kpc will occur on

average every 10 yrs (h*1),much shorter than the Hubble time. Rs

a consequence,in high-density environments the galaxies probably

suffer an appreciable number of collisions and close encounters.

Consider the situation in a typical group of galaxies,in

contrast to that in a rich-cluster environment. The relevant

1
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figures are then <v>~300 km/s and N~7 gal /Mpc (Turner and Gott , ;..

1976b),formally implying E ~ 5 10 yrs. a very long time indeed. '.'•'
r

Rn even longer collision timescale is obtained considering field i\,

galaxies which are more or less isolated ,and for whom <v>~70 •-

km/s (Rivolo and Yahil,1981;Tsvttkov,1981) and N~2 gal/Mpc3(this \

thesis). Probably the lowest collision timescale is that for i'v

T galaxies in cosmic voids. There N can be as low as 0.0006 gal/Mpc* '

(Perseus/Pisces void;Doroshkevich,5handarin and Zeldowich, 1982)

,while the velocity dispersion,though unknown,is believed to be

small.

I How does the general density of different regions affect the

i nature of the luminous matter therein ? Dressier (1980b) has

shown that regions of low density are populated mainly by spirals

and by irregular galaxies,while in the environments with the

highest density these morphological types are rare. This was

:'t known qualitatively long before . Spitzer and Baade (1951)

attributed the paucity of spiral and irregular galaxies in rich

r> clusters to collisions among the cluster galaxies which resulted

in the stripping of these objects of their interstellar gas

'"' content leaving them gas-poor. Rn even more spectacular result of

collisions could be the ring galaxies ; one explanation for their

formation put forward by Freeman and de Uaucouleurs (1974) is

that these peculiar objects are born out of collisions between

spiral galaxies and clouds of gas similar in size to galactic

systems.

But grazing tidal encounters ,which have larger impact $

parameters«are far more common than direct collisions (see [i

equation 2 above ftr an estimate of the probability) and produce fe»
ÏÏ1peculiar morphological configurations, like bridges and tails '/f

(Toomre,1972 and many others since). That such encounters may
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modify the mass distribution within a galaxy,was shown by

dynamical N-body simulations (Roos and Norman, 1979,-Dekel et

al.,1980).

Even galaxies in isolated binary systems may interact with

each other. It is widely believed that isolated spiral galaxies

are formed with extensive massive halos. In pairs of galaxies the

halos will be the components most sensitive to interaction. Tidal

forces between the members of the pair may strip off halo

material ; a common envelope may form or some material may be

lost altogether from the system. Loss of material,which carries

off energy and angular momentum,implies evolution of the binary

orbits,thus mergers of galaxies are possible.

Not only galaxy-galaxy interactions can affect the properties

of the observed objects. The medium permeating at least some

clusters of galaxies is apparently filled with very hot gas (T~10*K

.Mushotzky ct al.,1976). The intra-clustcr medium (ICM) can

change the observed properties of the cluster galaxies via at

least three different processes. If the subject galaxy is moving

rapidly through the ICM , due to its being in virial equilibrium

3| in the gravitational potential well of the cluster,effects of ram

pressure can cause stripping of gas from the (disk) galaxy (Gunn

and 6ott,1972). In some other instances the gas in the galactic

disks .which is cooler,can be lost into the hotter ICM as a

'•••;•. result of thermal evaporation (Cowie and Songaila.1977).

.. Otherwise,when conditions of thermal conductivity and viscosity

^ of the ICM are suitable,accretion of gas from the ICM onto the
&'
f(;-'. galaxy can occur (Shaviv and Salpeter, 1962).
'i'

i; Concluding,there is a strong possibility that the environment

• of • specific galaxy can change the observed properties of the

- galaxy. In particular.forms of activity like enhanced radio
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emission (Stock»,1978).appearance of emission lines in the

spectrum (Gislcr,1978) as well as the optical morphology of the ).

galaxy (Rrp,1966) could be determined mainly by some conditions f

in its neighborhood : density of intergalactic gas,as well as

density of galaxies. This possibility raises the question of the

validity of comparisons between most galaxies which have been

observed,which,as mentioned before,are members of clusters or v

groups of galaxies,and the results of calculations of model ",

galaxies. Most models of galaxy formation and evolution (e.g.

Tinsley,1S60) adopt extremely simplistic assumptions to deal with

the influence of the neighborhood of one galaxy or just assume

that the result of "• simulation of an isolated system can be

applied to most galaxies.

Himmes and Bicrmann (1380),who calculated the evolution of

galaxies in groups and in clusters , assumed specifically that

some galaxies exist which have never experienced any interaction

with their environment. They "feel that the basic galaxy models

should be no different from those models used for apparently

isolated galaxies". However their normalization to field '•••-,

galaxic5,by which they mean isolated galaxies in the above f,

sense,i.e. objects which have never interacted with their t:

environment,is somewhat, doubtful,as such objects have hardly been jT>

observed. '

The crux of the problem is,as always,the lack of adequate V-

observational material, fls mentioned above,most observational %'•

efforts have been expended in studying clustered galaxies. Until \Z

recently,no sample of galaxies has been offered for study as 'i\

being representative of isolated galaxies. However , lately two &

such samples have been published ; one of them is the subject of jë

this study. Both lists of isolated galaxies contain only a few I
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percent of all galaxies considered in the original sources. The

samples,their selection criteria and representativeness,wi11 be

discussed further ,partly in Chapter II and also in Chapter VI j;

and its Appendix. The study of the isolated galaxies'sample

includes optical UBV photometry,infrared photometry,6 cm radio

continuum observations and ultraviolet spectrophotometry. The

results provide a data base to compare the properties of isolated
IV.

j"-,;'' galaxies to those of non isolated ones,which have probably been j-.<
- ••• ï\

i modified since their formation by encounters with gas or with t'-

other galaxies. R tentative explanation of the detected

,.< difference,the apparently enhanced degree of nuclear activity in

' ; isolated galaxies,wilI be offered in Chapter VIII.

! I This approach to the study of a sample of galaxies is somewhat
,/' unusual in that it involves multi-spectral band observations. The
A' '

alternative approach is a study of stellar populations in the
T : nuclei of galaxies by setting up numerous photoelectric narrow-

s',; band spectral indices,hopefully sensitive to stellar

; - temperature,stellar luminosity and abundance differences.which

' . ;; are subsequently employed in the construction of galaxy content

: •;' models (Faber,1973). The most ambitious approach yet published

h\ ',. is to fit the entire spectral energy distribution throughout in

an evolutionary modeUBruzual ,1381) . This is apparently

feasible,at this stage ,only for the brighter galaxies,for which

, '', excellent data can be obtained, although more difficult to %

•, ' accomplish,our approach has the advantage that it allows better |i

|ï' insight into the possible physical mechanisms at work than a r

ÏV: combination of observations in a single spectral band with a fi
! * • ' - ' - ^

%:-' statistical approach or an evolutionary synthesis program. j»|

t
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Chapter II

Accurate optical positions of isolated galaxies
N. Brosch (•)

Laboratory Astrophysics, Huygens Laboratorium, Postbus 9504, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands
Received June 26, accepted September 30, 19S1

. — Accurate positions of the optical centers have been measured for 12 galaxies which appear to be isolated.
Coordinates for the centers to within 2 ' are given, along with those of 4 to t nearby stars (lo within I."5), which can sent
to align optical and ndio/lR pictures. The new coordinates are more accurate by a factor of 2 or better from those
previously published.

Key words : nucla of galaxies — observational methods — positions.

1. Iilrotiiictioa. — A study of more than 103 galaxies
from the Zwicky catalogue by Turner and Cotl (I97S)
selected 350 possibly isolated galaxies. Under more
stringent isolation criteria (Huchra and Thuan, 1977)
most galaxies could be assigned to nearby groups
(de Vaucouleurs, 1975) or could have fainter (15.7 > m
> 14.0) companions. Only 12 galaxies (hereafter:
the HT sample) from the original 350 selected by Turner
and Goll appeared to be truly isolated. Isolated galaxies
presumably form in regions of lower proto-galactic
density than average. These objects should hardly have
been affected by interactions with neighbours. It is also
possible that they are younger than the average galaxy
and that they have more H I (Balkowski and
Chamaraux, 1981). All these reasons point out the HT
sample as a very worthwhile subject for further study.

In connection with a mulli-spectral-band study of
these objects I have determined the positions of their
optical centers to a high degree of accuracy ( - 2 " ) and
have measured the coordinates of a few neighbouring
stars (hereafter: the overlay stars) to an even higher
accuracy, in order to facilitate the registration of radio
and optical images.

To date, some of the aunt useful lists of galaxy
coordinates have been those of GallouCt and Heidmann
(1971), Gallouel, Heidmann and Dampierre (1973,
hereafter CHD, also 1975), and more recently Dressel
and Condon (1976, hereafter DC). The lists of Gallouet
and his «workers give, in addition lo the equatorial
coordinates of the center of «ach galaxy, the relative
polar coordinates of two neighbouring stars. Both
Gallouet et •/. and Dressel and Condon reach accuracies
of a few (> 4) arcseconds both in right ascension and in
declination. These values were acceptable before the
advent of high resolution radio synthesis instruments,

(•) Visiting astroaomer, Florence, and George Wise
Observatory, Mkipe Ramon, Israel.

such as the extended Wesierbork array at its highest
operational frequency and the VLA, which require
higher pointing precision.

Another incentive for embarking in this work was that
out of the 12 galaxies of the HT sample, only 5 had
entries in Galloucl et at. All 12 objects appeared in DC
but, as mentioned before, DC do not include overlay
stars. For the 5 samples objects between GHD and DC I
find:

< OQHD - «DC > - - 3"2 ± S."0
< «CHD - « D C > - - 3.-8 ± 2.'3

which is within the measurement errors of both lists, but
reflects a possible bias in ihe definition of the centers for
these galaxies. In the next section the new measurements
are described and the probable errors in position are
discussed. The results are presented in Ihe form of a
table including, for each galaxy, the equatorial
coordinates of its optical center and those of the overlay
stars. For each galaxy a finding chart is provided in
figure 1, frame a through I, on which these stars are
marked. The last section of the paper compares the
results with those of GHD and DC.

2. MtitunmtmU imé erran. — The limiting accuracy
of the previous coordinate determination was caused by
(a) the use of film copies of the Palomar Sky Survey
(PSS) and the setup of coordinate transformations based
on only 3 or 4 AGK2 standard stars (Galloutt tl •/ .) . or
by (b) the use of paper prints of the PSS and overlay
transparencies combined with a magnifier to measure
offsets of optical centers of galaxies from their plotted
positions (DC). In order to avoid these problems the
glass copies of the PSS from the archives of Leiden
Observatory were used. For all 12 galaxies both the blue
and the yellow plates were measured, usually allowing
two weeks between the measuring of the E plate and that
of the O copy. The center of each galaxy, between 6 and
27 AGK3 standard stars within less than 1* from the
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galaxy and about 6 close-by stars within a 10' radius
region around the object galaxy were measured on each
plate. The x-y two screw measuring machine of Leiden
Observatory was used, which has an inherent repetitive
accuracy of

< A* > » 2.6 Mm « 0.'17
< Ay > = 3.0 urn » 0.'20

as deduced from setting on the same stars at the
beginning and at the end of each measuring session. The
centering of the galaxies was much less precise, giving

< A* > = 22 um = l."5
< Ay > = 40 urn « 2."7

from similar comparisons.
The transformation from rectangular to equatorial

coordinates was calculated with a program developed by
Staller and Katgert. The program takes into account the
strain correction (Shepherd, 1953) and the bending
compensation (Dixon, 1962) for the 48* Schmidt plates.
The output of the transformation includes, besides the
equatorial coordinates for the program objects, a formal
mean error (FME) of the fit derived from the standard
stais empi iyed. The overall average of the FME's for all
plates -*a:. :

< Ax > = 0."45
< Ay > = O."46 .

The dependency of the FME on the number of standards
used is shown in figure 2. It is evident that after
including about 10 standard stars no significant
improvement is achieved by measuring more. On the
other hand, the distribution of the residuals (calculated
position vs. catalog, equinox and epoch 1950.0) shows
that it is advantageous to use fainter standards: the
average distance from the catalog to the computed
position was 6.9 ± 4.0 Mm for ACK3 standards brighter
than 10.0 mag, while for those with mp, a 10.0 mag it
was only 5.9 ± 3.4 um. This distribution is shown in
figure 3. The diminishing residuals with increasing
faintness of the standards indicate that the measuring
errors derive from the increased diameters of the
images for brighter stars. As the overlay stars are even
fainter than AKG3 stars, their measurement should be
even more accurate.

The results for the HT galaxies and their overlay stars
are given in table I. The final coordinates have been
obtained by averaging, for the stars, the results of the
transformation giving weights inversely proportional to
the FME's of the O and the E plates. For the galaxies.
the results were averaged using the B- V color within the
smallest aperture used by Brosch and Shaviv (1982) in
their multiaperture photometry. The average had the
form :

< H ] ,
«• U2HB-V) - 0.75] (1)

which ensures that for the bluer (B-V - 0.6) inner
regions the coordinates from the O plate are mostly used,
for the redder (B-V ~ 1.4)' inner regions those derived

mainly from the E plate, while for neutral nuclei (B-
V - 1.0) equal weights are given to the O and the E
coordinates.

The B-V value used in the average is also given in
table I. The difference between the fit to the E plate and
that to the O plate is given as well, because it is a
measure of the inner consistency of the measurement.
Those overlay stars whose differences were larger than
Oil sec * in right ascension, or 1*5 in declination were
not included in table I.

3. Discussion. — I have compared the galaxy
coordinates derived here with those of GHD and DC. In
figure4 the differences, in the sense present work - (^J)D).
are shown. In most cases the differences are smaller than
the quoted error of measurement. In one case (NCC
5832) the difference between the declination given here
and that of GHD falls outside the quoted probable error
of measurement. On '.he other hand the GHD declination
is close to that of a foreground star (Burbidge et al.,
1971) superimposed on the galaxy. It is possible that
while measuring the center of the galaxy a mistake had
been made by GHD and the crosshair was set on this
slar. This would explain the large difference in
declination, but note that the right ascension of GHD
compares well with that given here.

Significant differences with DC were found for
NGC 2712, NGC 5301 and NGC 5987, but even then the
total difference was less than 9". All three galaxies are
rather large and this difference is less than 5 *% of their
major diameters. Finally, there appears to be a bias
between the results presented here and those of DC,
being - 1*6 in a and — 2.'0 in 4, which is smaller than
the measuring accuracy quoted by DC.

An independent accuracy test was made using the
quasar 3C 309.1 as a control, which is 6' away from
NGC 5832. The difference between the coordinates
measured here and those in Hewitt and Burbidge (1981)
was less than 1 * in both a and '. This shows then that
the coordinates given here for both the galaxies and the
overlay stars are accurate enough for high angular
resolution work on these objects. The overlay stars have
already been used in aligning radio maps with optical
pictures (Krumm and Shanj, 1981 ; Brosch and Krumm,
1981), and as guide stars for infrared work providing
accurate offsetting capability (Brosch and Isaacman,
1981). They could in principle be used as guide stars for
the Space Telescope and some of them could be included
as standard stars in the HIPPARCOS programmes.
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FIGURE 2. — Dependence of the FME on the number
of standard stars used.
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FÏGURE 3. — Distribution of residuals of bright standards (full
line histogram) and of faint standards (dashed line histogram).
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Chapter III |j;

•• i

C_

1.Introduction. . '

The bulk of the optical observations reported in this thesis

consists of multiapcrture photometric measurements of galaxies in \-

the U,B and V bands performed at the Wise observatory. The :

calibration and different tests performed on the photometer •

in 1S75 and in 1976 are described here. The photometer,bui It at

the University of Texas at (kistin,has been in operation since

1974 and is currently being used for fast photometry and

conventional UBV and narrow-band photometry. The relevant

parameters required for accurmtg photometric work .which have

been checked are: stability of the system,dark current, overall

efficiency,linearity range,response of the photocathodes and

fiIters.extinction coefficients, sky background and color

transformation. The conclusion of this study was that the

photometer and the site allow accurate photoelectric work, if , '

proper precautions are taken. ' ••

2.The two star photometer. ;• •

The instrument consists of a pair of photon counting

photometers that can measure simultaneously two stars,or a star

and the sky brightness.This simultaneous measuring is achieved by

actually moving the second channel out of the way of the first

channel,which is fixed on the optical axis of the telescope. The

second channel is attached to a scaled offset guider. R schematic

diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 1.

SSR amplifier / discriminators on each channel threshold and
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amplify the photon pulses coming from each detector and

standardize their shape. High speed counters in the interface ~'

unit of a Data General/Nova computer count the incoming r''

pulses,which can then be displayed in both analog and digital ? '

forms on a cathode ray tube display. Data collected can be - '

written on magnetic cassettes,punched on paper tape or printed i-

via a teletype machine.

S.Photomultiptiers and filters.

The two phototubes are RCR 8850 for the first channel and

RCfi 4516 for the second channel. The reason for choosing non-

identical photomultipliers for the two channels was the

mechanical requirement of having a miniature tube on the moving

head of the second channel. Recording to the manufacturers'

description,both tubes have a 511 cathode,with spectral response

very close to that of a S20 photocathode but cutting more sharply

to the red of 60000. This cutoff serves to define the red end of

\ ' the V-band response and also to eliminate the red leaks of the

i's filters used to define the U and B-bands. The set of filters in

'•} use is: ->;', ':

vi U : Corning 9663 (3 mm) fa
B : Corning 5040 (3.8 mm) - Schott 6513 (Z mm)

V : Corning 3384 (3.4 nut'

v In 1976 an additional Schott filter No.GG 385 of 2 mm.

':,''• thickness was introduced in the first channel as a test to define fc >

I better the short wavelength cutoff for the U-band «which is -v

ft
P otherwise determined by the atmospheric cutoff, fill observations

•£',
| in 1976,including the color transformations (section 6) were

:' performed with this filter. However its use is not recommended,

i since it both reduces the count rate in the U-band by about a

'e-

f
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factor of 2.5 and also shifts the central wavelength of the band

- j by about 20QH redward. Figures 2a and 2b present the spectral

' I response for each of these filters multiplied by that of each of

•••:'! the photocathodes,using the separate responses as given by the
: iwnufacturers. There are two U-bands as explained above,where U6

_ > denotes the U-band as defined in 1976 using the 66 385 filter.

. < Figure 3 shows the empirical ratio of the number of counts in

•>\ each band of the two channels,as a function of (B-V5,»s actually

' observed on different stars. The B and V-bands in channel 1 are

more sensitive,but in the U-band,the second channel is more

f}\ sensitive. Note that after 1976 the 66 385 filter was not used

, any more for standard UBV photometry.

- 4.Conditions affecting the count rate.

a.Dark current
;', Both phototubes are uncooled. The average dark current count

ifl rate is about 100 cps. This is comparable to the number of counts

from a "15 magnitude star in V (see below). During summer

*';,• temperatures are higher and consequently the dark current may

reach ~200 cps, while in the cold nights of the winter it can be

'\. as low as ~4Q cps.

b.Dependence on telescope direction.

Originally a mu-metal shield around the phototubes was used

. ; to prevent electromagnetic disturbances,including the magnetic
: . field of the earth,from influencing the count rate. However it

I' was soon realised that the shield precipitates current cascades.

t' This effect is not understood,but it obviously affects adversely

f; the observations. Therefore the mu-metal shield was removed and

. the count rate was checked against telescope position,using a

; constant beta-light source (which combines a beta-decaying
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radioactive material with a fluorcscing screen) inserted at the

filters position. It was found that when the telescope was

pointed very low and to the east,i.e. having the photometer head

at the westernmost position in the dome and closest to the

control console,there was a maximum change of 1.2 % in the count

rate,compared to count rates in all other directions. Rccurate

/.] photometry of objects observed in this direction would have to

•'-;- take this effect into account, although observations this far from

X
' the meridian are certainly not recommended. The source of this

influence is also not clear,but it may be related to the

direction of the magnetic field of the earth,or to fields created

•'; in the control console and their direction compared to the actual

, ' direction of the dynodes within the photomultiplier.

- c.Correction for high counting rates.

" The original photoelectric standards were relatively bright.

•" ' They had been chosen from the list of equatorial photometric

C . standards (Cousins,1971) and most are between 5-th and 6-th

magnitudes. Since both photocathodes are highly sensitive in the

), blue,we found that blue stars yielded count rates surpassing the

'.-'. linearity range of the pulse counting system. Therefore we have

calibrated the "missing counts" as a function of the actual

measured number of counts. For this purpose we used the constant

beta-light source described above,which was screened

consecutively by sheets of equal neutral density filters and

compared the actual recorded count rate with the expected rate.

:'• This is to be preferred to actually observing a star through the

f set of neutral density filters,because it eliminates the possibly

variable transmission of the atmosphere and the possibility that

the star flux itself is variable. The measurements were repeated

several times in three different nights. Figure A shows that



there are systematic differences between different nights;these \

mrm probably due to the sensitivity of the pulse counting system ,r

"dead time" to changes in the temperature. Within a l l f
I-

accuracy,a mean relation for the three nights is applicable from V
y t ?'~

about S 10 up to 2 10 cps and has the form: •

Expected counts-Observed counts , L4'
*0.61745*n +3.1B745*n-1.48707 ?

where n in the actual number of counts in units of 10 cps. Beyond

2 10 cps the mean relation is accurate to within ~2 % up to 5 1o'

~iï cps. fit Z 10 cps the resolving time ("dead time") of the system

,';jfi is about 3.5 10* sec.

-'I d.Overal I efficiency and the effect of aluminizing.

On the Wise reflector a B-th magnitude star produces about

3 10 cps in V when at the zenith. Following Hayes and Latham

(1975) and adopting a value of ~1000 photons/sec per squarm cm.

of telescope aperture per flngstrom at ~55000 above the atmosphere

v
from a zcroth magnitude star,we find the overall efficiency of r

the atmosphere + telescope + photometer's optical components + ,

photocathode to be about 5 V flt CTIO.the photometer on the 36" &

telescope yields a similar value. l:'
it'

We also checked the effect of aluminizing the telescope ^

mirrors on the overall efficiency,by observing several stars ^

before and after aluminizing. The result was that in the course >:•

of about S months the efficiency dropped roughly by 35 * in both f'.

B and V and by "55 % in U. These large drops in efficiency are ^

probably due to dust deposits on the mirrors (mainly the r|
primary),which are typical to the desert climate of the site. f!

5.The quality of the atmosphere.

I
1
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a.Thc seeing.

The size of the seeing disk was estimated on nine different

rT; nights using double stars of known angular separation. It was
L: found that the average seeing is about 2",with the best observed

~rfJ value being "1.0 arcsec. Several observers noticed that after

midnight the seeing may improve considerably. Note that this

. '! implies that the smallest useable aperture with the Wise

'lj reflector is ~7" in diameter. This is because in the absence of

r seeing effects,the aperture which admits 39% of the light at

. < 50000 is ~6".8 (Young,1974). Photometry in typical seeing

'.', conditions,or measurements at shorter wavelengths, require the use
i

' of wider apertures to contain the same proportion (99%) of the

i incident light.

{• b.The extinction.

' The extinction coefficients in UBV have been measured using

" < 2 7 blue and red stars on 11 different nights. Stars were observed

«• , in the east and west directions to ckeck for any systematic

'; differences. Figures 5a to 5c show the Bouguer lines on two

j, •' different nights separated by about one y*ar. It seems that the
v. extinction may vary considerably from season to season and also

that such changes may show up even on two consecutive nights.

Table 1 presents the journal of observations and the estimated

• j extinction coefficients for all 27 stars. The headings of the

.•; | columns are self-explanatory. The extinction coefficients from

i', all nights were fitted by least squares to a linear relation inI''
'v (B-V). The results in v and (b-v).in magnitudes per airmass,are:

| fcT» 0.20 1T.0.06

| k^-0.14 - 0.03KB-V) <T«0.03

where u,b and v denote instrumental magnitudes and U,B and V

their Johnson counterparts. Rnalysing the data for each year
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separately gives a lower dispersion in kk_» .-

for 1975 kk_«0.11-0.02*(B-v-) ^TxQ.02

for 1976 kfc.,*O.15-O.O3»KB-VJ *T*0.Q2

Due to the different definitions of the U-band in 1975 and

1976 there are two different extinction coefficients for this

band:

for 1975 k^»a.28+0.03*(B-V) <*~«0.04

for 1976 k^.0.16 V«0.02

The whole analysis was repeated separately for the east and the

west directions but no significant differences were found.

The conclusion is that if the above differences in averages

are representative then changes from season to season are

significant and it is advisable to supplement the observations by

some standard stars located within 0.2 of an airmass from the

region of the main program. Such practice should minimize the

inaccuracies to ~ one percent,though it is best to remeasure the

extinction constants every night.

c.The sky background.

We have measured the sky background in UBV at different

zenith angles in a region near the Perseus cluster of galaxies on

three dark nights in November-December 1976. We found that the

sky brightness in magnitudes per square arcsec was:

V-21.6 B*22.7 U-23.0

with a dispersion of ~0.2 mag. Thus on those nights the sky was

comparatively dark. For comparison,the values for Cerro Tololo

are:

V-21.0 B-22.0 U-21.5

(CTIO Observers'Manual,1973J. It is possible that the very low

Wise values are not typical,but rather due to an extremely low

amount of dust in the atmosphere coupled with a vmry transparent
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sky and a lack of light pollution.

6.The color transformation.

The calibration of the instrumental ubv to Johnson UBV was

performed with 148 stars from the list of equatorial

V: photoelectric standards CCousins,1971). The range of colors in

! (B-V) is -0.20 to +1.90. Each set of observations included about

25 stars and these were observed on 6 different nights. The U-

•' band was cut off on the blue side by a Schott 6G 385 filter

(U6;see section 3). Figures 6 and 7 show the plots of the
r,

7.' differences between the magnitudes and colors of the instrumental

i ubv to the standard Johnson UBV system,as a function of color.

• The magnitudes and (b-v) colors transform linearly(although there

: are some slight but significant deviations in the range bluer

'\ than -0.10 : there the relation drops by ~0.02 mag iniv and

.. by ~0.03 mag in A (b-v). Such deviations should be taken into

; account for accurate photoelectric photometry in this color

1 range. Figures 6 and 7 show that the (u-b) transformation is much
i

more complicated. Figure 7 shows that the plot can be divided

• into three regions : the very blue region,the intermediate,and

the yeI Cow-red section. The blue and yellow-red regions transform

linearly but have different slopes. The intermediate region,from

' between CU-BJ~ -0.10 to +0.20,ic empirically multivalued with

^ a range of "0.15 in (u-b) and therefore cannot be used for

:, accurate photometry. In this region the transformation can be

: taken from Figure 6,where the wavy nature of the relation is more

moderate. In any case,proper precautions have to be taken if

accurate (u-b) values are needed,when using this type of

phototubes and filter combination.
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The relations in Figures 6 and 7 have been fitted linearly

by least squares and yielded:

A v*-2Q.023+0.013#(B-V) V"«o.O21

A(b-v)*-1.975+0.044*(B-V) SF.0.025

blue Cu-b>*2.272+0.37*(U-BJ ^"«0.017 - §:

yellow-red (u-b)*2.532+0.6*<U-B) ^«0.017 |r

(Note that the very negative zero offset of Av corresponds to the Ï'

K•\ instrumental magnitude of a V>0.0 mag star obtained with the Wise

.'}_ reflector).

-,•" Figures 6 and 3 present the transformations as deduced from

v a set of stars observed consecutively in the two channels. R

••:<[ comparison of these figures shows that the second channel has

'.', different slopes in Av and A(b-v) and it is less curvy in the

' <] (u-b) transformation.

-v 7.Photometry of extended sources.

.'.; R problem which may arise when measuring extended sources

: like galaxies is that of non-uniform response of the photometer

' to light coming from different regions of the entrance aperture

;4 and of chromatic aberrations therein. Such a problem does not

'••*• arise when measuring stars because these are centered

observations of point sources. We checked the Wise observatory

photometer for this effect by performing star-drift tests. We
it;
"• • allowed a relatively bright star (5-th to 6-th magnitude) to
':.- enter the largest aperture of the photometer with the tracking of

gti the telescope switched off. In this sort of observation a rapid-

;,•;•; counting photometer can provide the quasi-instantaneous response j|

|. of the photometer while the star scans different positions within S

4'!
%•• the entrance aperture. Note that because of the construction of
,; the declination drive of the Wise reflector it is not possible to
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"scan" the entrance aperture by offseting the star every 2* or

3". This is because the resolution of the encoders on this axis

is only 10".

With the telescope drive shut off the drift angular velocity

of stars due to the daily motion is 15"#cos(dcclination)/sec , or

~13"/sec at the zenith of the Wise observatory. The shortest

integration times available with the photometer are 2 msec. Using

a 2 msec integration time,the largest aperture (56* in diameter)

is sampled by more than 4000 paints.

The drift test was performed a number of times and with

different filters. The result was consistently found to be an

essentially flat response (within the photon noise and the

scintillations of the atmosphere) after the complete star image

had entered the aperture. The shortcoming of this test is that it

checks the uniformity of the photometer response only along the

right ascension direction. The full observational test,which

requires reproduction of published UBV photometry of galaxies as

performed elsewhere,is reported in the next chapter.

Our conclusion was therefore that the Wise photometer is

useful for accurate photometry of galaxies.
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TABLE I : JOURNAL OF OBSERVATIONS FOR THE DETERMINATION

OF THE ATMOSPHERIC EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS.

DM»

20-11-75

22-11-75

6-12-75

6-12-75

6-12-7S

6-12-75

7-12-7S

7-12-75

7-12-75

7-12-75

2-5-76

2-5-76

2-11-76

2-11-76

2-11-76

2-11-76

HR

543

1821

71

1222

14901

1533

1490

1533

71

1222

5574

5763

24192

E11623

71

90SS2

V

S.40

5.38

5.74

5.85

5.70

4.87

5.70

4.87

5.74

5.85

6.22

5.00

S.S4

6.80

S.74

6.28

B-V

1.32

-008

-0.01

1.14

+0.00

1.44

+0.00

1.44

-0.01

1.14

-0.02

1.60

1.41

0.04

•0.01

1.70

U-B

1.41

-0.28

+0.00

1.02

+0.04

1.70

+0.04

1.70

+0.00

1.02

+0.01

1.82

1.50

0.05

+0.00

2.00

SP

S "

BSn

A1V

K4HI'

K4II

A2V

M i l

A1V

Kill

A1V

K5ÏIÏ

fk 5

A2

A1V

|M2

Di

W

w
w
w
E

E

E

E

W

W

E

E

E

E

«r
w

AM nui|«

1.0-2.0

1.1-1.9

1.0-3.5

1.0-3.1

1.0-1.8

1.0-1.7

1.2-1.8

1.2-1.7

1.0-2.8

1.0-2.5

1.0-1.7

1.0-1.8

1.0-2.1

1.0-2.2

1.0-2.3

1.0-2.6

No Ob».

7

8

<

4

6

6

3

3

3

3

6

6

6

9

7

6

Kv

0.18

0.31

0.14

0.13

0.18

0.26

0.18

0.17

0.27

0.24

0.30

0.24

0.19

0.19

0.16

0.17

*b-v

0.09

0.14

0.09

0.07

0.10

0.07

0.09

0.08

0.11

0.12

0.12

0.07

0.11

0.16

0.14

0.07

Vb
0.34

0.34

0.22

0.26

0.23

0.34

0.27

0.28

0.32

0.36

0.14

0.18

-

0.15

0.18

0.16

.,.tv . , T A". •' - - _
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3-11-76

3-11-76

14-11-76

14-11-76

14-11-76

14-12-76

17-12-76

17-12-76

18-12-76

18-12-76

1118

83202

3360

3652

2210

2218

2210

2218

2210

2218

TABLE

6.02

6.46

5.90

S.32

6.62

5.82

6.62

5.82

6.62

S.82

I - 00NT.

+0.06

0.75

1.11

-0.14

0.04

0.94

0.04

0.94

0.04

0.94

Notes to Table

+0.16

0.75

1.17

-0.50

0.08

0.64

0.08

0.64

0.08

0.64

1

A2 V

G8III

K2 III

B8

AO

GS

AO

G5

AO

»

F.

W

F.

E

W

If

N

W

E

E

1.0-2.2

1.0-2.0

1.0-1.7

1.0-1.9

1.3-2.6

1.3-2.8

1.2-2.6

1.2-2.8

1.2-2.1

1.2-2.0

4

4

4

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

0.14

0.18

0.22

0.25

0.14

0.13

0.26

0.10

0.10

0.25

0.15

0.1]

O . U

0.21

0.13

0.11

0.15

0.11

0.11

0.16

0.17

0.18

0.16

2.15

0.16

0.18

0.18

0.20

0.20

0.19

1. W 1490 has a faint companion of V-11.26 , B-V-l.ll and

U-B«1.02 whose contribution in the aeasuring aperture is

negligible.

2. B-V and U-B assigned from Allen (1973) according to

spectral type.

3. Fro* "Apparent Places of Stars",Heidelberg Recken Inst.,

Star no.1162.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the two star photometer.

Figure 2a: The transmission of the filters multiplied by the

response of the phototube in channel 1.

Figure 2b

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5a

Figure 5b

Figure 5c

As in Figure 2a,but for channel 2.

Ratios of the sensitivity of the two channels.

Count rate correction for dead time.

Extinction lines in v.

Extinction lines in b-v

Extinction lines in u-b. The difference in this

case is mainly due to the different definitions of the

U band.

Figure 6 : Differences in v magnitude and colors in the

sense (instrumental-standard) as function of B-V.

Figure 7 : The instrumental u-b as function of the standard

U-B.

Figure 8 : The same as in Figure 6,but for a particular

night. The curves were obtained by slide-fitting the

relations determined by the points in Figure 6 over the

smaller number of points actually measured in the

particular night.

Figure 9 : The same *s Figure 8,but for channel 2.
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Chapter IV MULTIAPERTVRE PHOTOMETRY OF ISOLATED GALAXIES
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ABSTRACT
Multiaperaiure V, B, V photometry of isolated galaxies by Huchra and Thuan shows a behavior

different from normal field galaxies in that the inner repons of the isolated galaxies appear to have
excess Mueness similar to galaxies with active nuclei. The implication of this finding is that gas,
which does not escape from isolated galaxies sinks into the nucleus and gives rise to nonstellar
radiation.
Subject headings: galaxies: photometry — galaxies: stellar content — galaxies: structure

I. INTRODUCTION

Lately an increasing number of papers dealing with
the differences between "cluster population" and "field
population" of galaxies have been published. The defini-
tions of both these populations are somewhat ambigu-
ous; studies of the space distribution of galaxies have
shown that all galaxies appear to be clustered on scales
of up to 10 Mpc (Peebles 1974), and that there is no
obviously identifiable and smoothly distributed compo-
nent. Shane (1975) said that "it is well known that
galaxies are not distributed in space with statistical
uniformity unless on a very large scale. Double and
multiple galaxies, groups of a few tens, and dusters with
hundreds of members are commonplace. There may be
no important background of Geld galaxies." This is
probably why the class of field galaxies is usually de-
fined, by default, to be those galaxies which do not
reside in the "cores" of rich clusters or in the recogniz-
able envelope of a rich cluster and which do not belong
to any of the numerous sparse groups of galaxies. As an
example, van den Bergh (1962) considered an object to
be an isolated field galaxy if "it appeared to have no
more than two (nondwarf) compuioms."

It is of interest to compare field to cluster galaxies.
Van den Bergh (1976) was the fint to aotice the "aaemic"
appearance of cluster spirals compared to field spirals.
Krumm and Salpeter (1979a,i) have shown (bat SO
galaxies inside the Virgo duster have lest hydrogen (oa
the average) than similar galaxies outside the duster
Chamaraux, Batkowsld, and Gerard (I960) have com-

'JILA VUiiiH Fdk» I*7*-1MO. am have ban tke Dtpan-
•Kit of Pkysia sad Asiroaoay, Tel Aviv Uatvenity, Xaaw-Aviv,
Tel Am. ItncJ.

pared the amounts of HI in cluster spirals and the field
and concluded that toe cluster spirals are deficient in
HI relative to the field spirals. The paucity of gas in a
galaxy reduces the rale of the star formation, and hence
we expect that over a long time scale a change in the
stellar population will develop. Galaxies which lose their
gas win contain mainly old stars while galaxies that
maintain their gas, or manage to accrete gas, have star
formation going on, young stars, etc. The above evi-
dence, as well as along other Unes (statistics of galaxies,
X-ray emission from cluster gas, the existance of Fe in
the duster gas, etc) have led to the floating speculation
that galaxies in dense regions (like clusters of galaxies)
do not evolve as close systems. The galaxies may be
affected by the interaction with the intraclustcr gas
(Gislcr 1976; Lea and DeYoung 1976; Livio, Regev. and
Shaviv 1978,1980) giving rise to ablation of gas in some
cases and accretion in others (Shaviv and Salpeter 1981).
If the density of galaxies is high over a long period of
time, interaction between galaxies can also affect the
infernal structure of galaxies.

Toe purpose of this work is to look for changes in the
sieOar population or other properties in galaxies found
in low density regions. A crucial point is clearly the
selection procedure of the measured galaxies. A number
of catalogs of Geld galaxies have been published re-
cently. Turner and Gott (1975) selected a sample of field
galaxies from the Shapley-Ames catalog, while other
gnwp* (tg., Kirshner, Oemler, and Scbechter 1978)
produced their own survey. Huchra and Thuan (1977,
hereafter HT) published a list of what they denned as

Ike sample of Turner aw) Gott (197J) on the bass of Ike
foSowiog criteria: («) tke galaxy hat no companion

(•-'•
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brighter than 1S.7 mag within a 45' radius, and (6) the
galaxy does not belong to any de Vaucouleurs (1975)
group. The first criterion is essentially a condition on
the density of massive (bright) galaxies of whatever class
at the location of the examined object. The HT sample
contains only 12 galaxies out of the 1088 that arc listed
in the Zwicky catalog. It is evident that these galaxies
represent an approximation to an "isolated" galaxy. The
term "isolated" is evidently a relative term that ex-
presses the extent to which the effects of neighboring
galaxies can be ignored today.

We present in this paper multiaperture V, B, V pho-
tometry for all the HT galaxies. In § II we summarize
the information previously available on the galaxies and
describe our observational technique; in § III we present
the photometry and show, in 12 subsections, the multi-
aperture results. Finally § IV compares the results with
data on other galaxies and discusses some possible con-
clusions.

Brosch. and Livio 1978) We have used the instrument
as a one-star photometer, by observing the objects with
the main photomultipuer (RCA 8850) and standard
U.B.V filters. The second channel was set to observe a
nearbx star in the B band, to monitor possible atmo-
spheric changes. The diaphragms used range from 0.5
mm to 4.0 mm in diameter, corresponding, at the F/13.5
focus, IO 7"-58".

The observational procedure was as follows: The
galaxy was centered visually in the smallest aperture of
the main channel, and a suitable star was chosen to
monitor the sky transparency in the second channel. The
measurement proceeded through the standard L.B.I'
filters until the desired number of counts «as accu-
mulated. Normally, the total integration time was cho-
sen such that the quantity a, defined by

( I )

I

U. OBSERVATIONS

a) The Sample

The previously available information on our sample is
summarized in Table I. There we give, besides two
identifications for each galaxy and its equatorial coordi-
nates, different morphological descriptions, size, integral
magnitude and colors, and the radial velocity. Note that
the faintest galaxy in the sample has a magnitude of 14.0
(ZO902+36), and the condition is that no galaxy brighter
than 1S.7 mag is close by. The 15.7 mag condition is
actually determined by the available catalogs. However,
the difference of 1.7 mag is probably sufficient to rule
out the possibility that the HT galaxies are just the
brightest galaxies in otherwise faint groups of galaxies.
Some additional information for individual objects may
be found in the remarks to the table. We added, for the
sake of completeness, the description given by Sulentic
and Tifft in the Revised New General Catalogue (1977).

We note mat most, if not all, of the objects in the HT
sample of isolated galaxies are spirals. This fact agrees
with the findings of Dressier (1980) and many previous
observers (see references in the above work) that the
galaxy population of the low density fields consists
mainly of spiral» while ellipticals and SO's «re generally
found in dense regions. Note also that the basic criterion
for selection of these galaxies is their location in a low
density region.

i ) Photometry
The muloaperture photometry was carried out with

«he two-star photometer on the 40 inch (I m) reflector of
the Wise Observatory. The photometer has been de-
scribed previouily (Nather mi Warner 1971; Vidal,

(where JVf is the number of counts obtained from the
galaxy and the sky and A1, is the number obtained from
the sky only), was less than 0.01. The measurement
proceeded through all the apertures, and then a nearby
sky region was observed with the largest aperture and
me U,B. V filters. Here again, enough counts were accu-
mulated to ensure a statistical error of less than I? .

The observations took place between 1978 and 1980.
and most galaxies have been measured at least mice. We
have also observed photometric standards from Laodoli
(1973) and two galaxies whose multiaperturc photome-
try has been performed by other observers. The extinc-
tion and transformation obtained each night through
observations of standard stars, indicate an error in mag-
nitude and colors of o, - 0 . 0 2 mag, o,_y~0.02 mag.
and Oj_ , —0.03 mag. This is smaller than the day-to-day
differences, caused presumably by difficulties in center-
ing. We have averaged the magnitudes and colors mea-
sured for each object and through each aperture on
different dates, weighing the values according to the
representative errors in that day transformation. The
adopted magnitudes and colors for the different aper-
tures used are listed in Table 2.

c) Photography

In order to perform a uniform morphological classifi-
cation of the HT sample galaxies, we have obtained
electrooographk exposures of aD these objects. We used
the McMullan 40 mm diameter camera at the f /7 focus
of the 40 inch reflector. The camera has an S20 cathode
and has been described previously (McMuHan. Powell,
awl Cuniss 1972). All the plates were of C5 emulsion
and nave been exposed uniformly for 20 miiutes through
a RG610 filter. Tins cathode-filter combination corre-
sponds to the standard K odor.

y.



TABLE I

T H E LIST or GAUXIES O i m v i D

Major Axis lnlc|ralcd Estimated Corrected
Galaxy IMO Equatorial Morpholo|ical deVaucouleun Dimension* Magnitude' Integrated Integrated Total Radial

I D ' Coordiaalei DeacriprW TType' togDa m, (B-Vh' <V-B)a' Magnitude' Velocity

N2M4.O4M2
N27I2,04701
Z0902+36.04767.
N3622.06339
N36S2.06459
N45W, 07769
N3MI.0I7II
N5441.0*969
N5I32.09649
NS9»7.09971
ZI549+47,10070.
N60I2.10M3

. »ll5l?3.49<20'

. I S6.2.45 06

. 9 02.6,36 32

. II 17.2,67 31
. II 24.7.66 52
. 12 33.6,54 30
. 13 44.4.46 22
. 14 01,49 25
. 14 57.6.71 53
. 13 31.1. SI 15
. 15 49.7.47 23
. 13 51.9,14 44

....Sfpec)
SBR. SBb
...,SO
....SI
SAS.SO-i
S.S
SAS. Sc
RSXR.SBb
SB, Sbc?
S.Sb

s
SB.SBa

'j'

0

'ï1
3
3

2

1.46

Ü'l
l . t *
1.64
1.62
1.60
1.67

1.36

12.57

12.66
12.12

0.6* 0.09
13.4
12.3
14.0
13.7
13.4
13.9
13.0
12.7
13.3
13.3
13.6
13.1

3372
1*49

539*
1673
2103
621

20*1

•F in ) «—bi l , N C C Mmber or Zwkky identifier, second number, UGC number.
'First entry according 10 RCI or RC2; second entry from UOC.
«Fro«RC2.
'From UGC.
R n u u i —Nlta4.—UGC: group of S galaiies p: vB center region, asymmetric disk. RNCiC: round, bright toward center, high surface brightness,

several companions. M7I1. - R C I : viRN: smooth narrow bar D't txOW. (r): l'0xn'S5: Several knotty branching arms. RNf.it": rlcmgaled, bright
toward center, bar suapecled. ZO90M-.ll>.—Drcsxl and Condon 197*: Radio 23*0 MHz 5 • 3 mJy. rV.M.'.'.—RNCiC: Rrighler Inward center, «lightly
elongated, kigh Mtrface brightness. « M . ' . - R C I : CliMitiolion doubtful dimeniion lot B part only. RNGC: almost edge-on system, brighter toward
cater, equatorial dark lanet. W W 0 . - R C 2 : in Haro 32 (AI24I+5S A, B) group. RNGC: spiral, round, brighter toward center, stellar nucleus.
NS30I. - R C I : B bulge partially observed by dark lane; vSH or no def. N.; two main arms with strong dark lane. Botlincllino/. (1970): Radio V „ , ^ 3 . 5
10' M . . RNGC: elongated, diffuse, little brighter toward center, dark lanes. N544H— R C I : s v BN with dark matter on one side. F har. F(r): I'6XO'5.2
F am» form pseudo (R): 3'3x|-4. RNGC: spiral, much inclined, elongated, bright ring nucleus. V.W.'. - R C I : no BN. F har. F asymmetric spiral
structure, classification uncertain potsiMy SR(>) m? RC2: QSO 3C 309.1 ( Z -11.904) at 6'l. U(rC: Singular luminOMly. unusual object: har and spiral
pattern visible on bhsc PA map only, nuclear region appears loo B for class Sc. RNGC: stellar, little brighter toward center, diffuse. V . W . - RC'2:
m , = 12 in M C G I (1962). m. = 13.3 in CGCC IV (1961). RNCrC: almost edge-on system, brighter toward center, equatorial dark lane. NMli. -Drcsscl
•ad Cosaloii 1971: rad» 23*5 M H l 12 ± i mJy. RNGC: Bars spiral, diffuse oval, small brightness toward center, knotty.
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TABLE 2
Rls.-i.T3Of t'AI'PHOTOMETRY HM GALAXIES IN T**u 1

Galaxy
IdoiiificitH»

Aperture Size
(«raec)

Number of Tin
Observed V magnitude B-V

*

'il

N27I2

ZO9O2+36

N3622

N3682

N4566

N5301

NS448

N5M2

NS9S7

Z1S49+47

N6OI2..

22
2»
58
IS
22
29
58
22
29
58
22
29
58
7

15
29
5»
22
29
58
7

15
29
58
7

IS
29
58
15
29
SB
7

II
15
22
29
SI
7

II
15
22
29
58
7

15
22
2»
58

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
I
I
I
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
I
I
1
2
I
2
I
3
3
3
1
3
2
3
3
1
2
I
2
2

L-B

I4.0S
13.79
13.31
14.42
13.85
13.56
12.73
13.70
13.55
13.33
13.86
I3.6S
13.32
14.57
13.55
13.00
12.60
13.83
13.67
13.41
15.96
14.64
13.77
13.00
15.20
14.19
13.26
12.57
15.26
14.24
13.26
14.46
13.73
13.70
13.21
13.02
12.50
15.07
14.62
14.20
13.77
13.53
13.26
15.37
14.63
14.04
13.68
12.91

0.8»
0.M)
0.62
0.96
094
0.87
0.77
1 III
1.18
1.04
0.59
0.57
0.47
0.72
0.73
0.75
0.77
1.13
1.04
0.80
0.86
0.96
0.80
0.71
1.20
1.06
0.99
0.R7
1.02
0.77
0.65
1.20
0.78
1.11
1.10
1.07
1.00
l . l l
1.00
0.95
0.91
0.87
0.80
1.41
1.03
0.96
as»
0.77

-0 .36
-0 .30
- 0 0 3

0.18
0.21
0.23
0.26
0.03
0.15
0.58

-0 .39
-0 .31
-0 .15
-0 .14
-0 .02

0.04
0.1J

-0 .19
0.02
0.08

-0 .52
-0 .04

0.11
0.20

-0 .16
0.14
0.38
0.40

-0 .36
-0.01

0.21
0.15
0.28
0.44
0.52
0.49
0.S4

- 0 . 1 0
-0 .07

0.16
0.22
0.21
0.27

-0 .58
0.12
0.25
0.20
0.22

III. RESULTS

We hive {«classified tbc HT galaxies oo the basis of
our electrono|raphs. Because of their better scale (29"
mm"') and finer |raia, maoy more pixels are available
ibrdassiScatiOD than used in the UCC (NiUoo 1973).

la most cues our morpbok>cical types coincide with
the UGC Hitfificariom, differing by at OKKt one sub-
da», with the exception of NGC26M. The Hubbk type

assi(ned in the classification was translated into the
de Vaucoukurs revised system according lo the precepts
given by de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucoukurs, and Corwin
(1976, hereafter RC2). The allotted T types differ by
about 1.1 from those in RC2 for the seven common
objects.

As talaxian colors and magnitudes are a function of
the measuring aperture, it is customary to define a
standard diameter to which the measuring apertures are
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TABLE 3

COEf FKKNTC FOR U G C - RC1 TXANSrOUUTION

Ranccotr

T<0
0sTS4
7>5

A'

o.:n-o.o2j(5-r)
0.099-0.0:3(5 -T)

0.099

111

normalized. We have chosen to use tbe major diameters
measured on blue Pilomir Sky Survey prints. A., u
appear in tbe UGC. These diameters were translated to
those in tbe Reference Catalog <de Vaucouleurs and
de Vaucouleurs 1964, hereafter RCI) using the correc-
tion formulae derived from RC2 for tbe transformations
UGC-RC2 and RC1-RC2. These depend on tbe as-
signed T type, and have the form:

K» *>»c(0)=*'IT) + B(T) lot Dwx

Thus we used finally

(2)

which includes tbe correction to face-on orientation
(de Vaucouleurs 1961). Here d and D are respectively
the blue minor and major axes from UGC. Tbc coeffi-
cients/4'(7°) and B\T) appear in Table 3.

For all our objects we used the T type derived from
tbe deduced morphological type, and calculated the
face-on diameter D»c(°). Five galaxies of tbe sample
have diameters given in RCI. We nave compared our
values with those in the catalog and found:

>«ci(0)>=ai9=0:45. (3)

(4)

where DK(0) is the value derived in (2). These values of
O»ci(0) were used to normalize the measuring aper-
tures.

Tbe galactic latitude of tbe HT galaxies ranges from
40* to 68°, and their colors and magnitudes are slightly
affected by galactic reddening. To correct for this
and obtain absolute colors, we have used tbe standard
Wbitford (1958) law with tbe galactic extinction law of
Burstein and HeOet (1978).

Table 4 presents tbe photometry. Besides the identify-
ing name of the galaxy, we show the size of tbe aperture
through which the object has been measured, the nor-
malized aperture A/DKi(0), tbe magnitude and colon
found (corrected for galactic extinction), and tbe
Hubble morphological type bom our rectassificab'oa.

In 12 subsections we present plots of B — V and
V-B versus normalized apertures (Figs, \o-\l) and
our remarks on tbe individual objects. We have not

corrected tbe photometry for internal absorption within
tbe objects, because this correction could be different
for tbe HT galaxies than, for example, for tbe
ones studied by tbe Vaucouleurs in RC2. Note however,
that the color-aperture relations are taken from de
Vaucouleurs (1961) where tbe colors are indeed cor-
rected for internal absorption. This should be kept in
mind wben comparing tbe standard color-aperture curves
to our data, although its effect is not significant; for tbe
object with the highest inclination tbe resultant color
excesses are £ ( * - K)*0.10. E(V- *)*0.08 indepen-
dent of tbe measuring aperture. Also, all objects were
found to have a blue excess A correction for internal
reddening may only increase this effect. We proceed
now to the description of each object.

1. NGC 2684 (Fig. lo).-This galaxy lies near tbe
center of a rather compact cluster of galaxies. Huchra
and Thuan (1977) assume that the cluster is in tbe
background of tbe galaxy, but no radial velocity data
are available to substantiate this claim. Tbe position of
NGC 2684 is rather close to the apparent center of tbe
cluster; four other galaxies are nearby and seem brighter
than the other cluster galaxies. It is obvious that a
possible connection between NGC 2684 and (be sur-
rounding cluster should be looked for. We could not
obtain radial velocities for tbe cluster galaxies, but this
should be one of tbe first tfainjs to be checked.

NGC 2684 has been classified by us as Irr II, whereas
the UGC assigned a type S^,. Its appearance on electro-
DOgraphic plates does not resemble a spiral shape at all.
Tbe central region is indeed very bright, but the outer
parts do not have equal surface brightness and seem
mottled.

Tbe multiaperture photometry is presented in Figure
la. The color-aperture relation for the outermost point
corresponds to Sbc or Sc, and not to tbe type assigned
by us.

2. NGC 2712 (Fig. 16).-This large spiral is the only
one in the HT sample with previously published color
information. Pettit (1954) measured the object through a
2:27 diameter aperture with the 60 inch (1.5 m) telescope
on Mount Wilson. His results, transformed into
standard B, V colors according to RC2, are V-12.14.
B-V=0.T2.

Bigay and Dumont (1954) used the 1.2 m telescope of
tbe Haute Provence Obaervatory to measure this object
through apertures of diameter 2'4 and 3:35. Their re-
sults, again transformed into « and V according to RC2
precepts are respectively: K= 12.05; # - K = 0 . « 9 (X4)
and V= 12.25; J -K=0 .67 (335). De Vaucouleurs.
de Vaucouleurs, and Corwin (1978) have also performed
multiaperture photometry of NGC 2712. Their remits
(not shown in Fig. It) compare quite wen with our data,
except for the U- B through their smallest aperture.

The color-aperture results are presented in Figure It.
Although our values ot B-V refer to regions inner to
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TABLE 4

Comurreo t'*r PHOTOMETRY FOR GALAXIES IN TABU I

Galany
Identification

N26K4

N27I2.. . .

Z0902-3t

N3622

N3M2

N4566

N53OI

N5448.

N5832

NSN7

ZI549+47

NM12

•Contend foc
'Efccuoaoanc

Aperture Size A
(aresec)

22
29
5»
13
22
29
58
22
29
5«
22
29
51
7

IS
29
58
22
29
58
7

15
29
St
7

15
29
58
13
2*
31
7

11
15
22
2*
58
7

11
IS
22
29
58
7

15
22
29
5»

galactic extinction,
ok shies.

Normalized Aperture
'VRCIIOI

0.74
0.98
1.96
015
0.21
0.28
0.55
0.49
0.64
1.31
0.68
0.90
1.82
0.10
0.17
0.36
0.72
053
0.71
1.41
0.08
0.14
0.2(1
0.58
0.03
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.05
0.09
0.1»
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.11
0.16
0.31
0.18
0.27
0.36
0.52
0.70
1.41
0.0*
0.1*
0.23
0.34
0.67

1'magnitude'

1399
13.73
13.25
14.33
13.76
13.47
12.64
15.54
13.39
13.24
13.86
13.65
13.32
14.57
13.55
13.00
12.60
13.82
13.66
13.40
15.93
14.64
13.77
13.00
15.19
14.11
13.25
12.56
15.22
14.20
13.22
14.46
13.73
13.70
13.28
13.02
12.50
15.03
14.58
14.16
13.73
13.49
13.22
15.27
14.53
I3.M
13.51
U»l

B-V'

OM
0.78
0.60
0.93
0.91
0.84
0.74
1.15
1.15
1.01
0.59
0.57
0.47
0.72
0.73
0.75
0.77
1.13
1.04
0.80
086
0.96
0.80
0.71
1.20
1.06
0.99
0.87
1.01
0.76
0.64
1.20
0.78
1.1!
1.10
1.07
1.00
1.10
0.99
0.94
0.90
0.86
0.79
1.38
1.00
0.93
0.85
0.74

V-B'
-0.37
-0.31
-0.04

0.16
0.19
0.21
0.24
000
0.12
056

-0.39
-0.31
-0.15

0.14
-0.02

0.04
0 15

-0.19
0.02
0.0»

-0.52
-0 .04

0.11
0.20

-0.16
0.14
0.38
0.40

-0.37
-0.02

0.20
0.13
0.28
0.44
0.52
0.49
0.54

-0.11
-0.08

0.13
0.21
0.20
0.26

-0.60
0.10
0.23
0.18
0.20

Mofph^'o^iwal
Clls«r:.-juon*

Irr II

Sla

E-SO?

Sa?

Sa?

Sa-b

Sb-c

SBa-b

Sc-Sic"

Sb

Sa-b?

SM>

those measured by Pettil and by Bigay and Duroont,
they ooaaect «noddy with the previous values, «ad
nwücite, for the oulcrmoit point, a norpboloficil clau
of Sbc and not, at propoied here, SBa.

3. Z0902+36 (Fi(. 1c).-This object bdoogs to one
of the early Hubbk dutef. either SO or E This tssifn-
•nent is confirmed by the bat poial of the color-apenure

diagrams. On the PSS prints, at least four ver. faint
galaxies can be discerned within a 6' radius around the
object

4. NGC 3622 (Fig. It*).—We have assigned it a nor-
pbolocical type Sa? «tile the UGC classified it as S?.
The outenno;; point on Figure id points toward a Sn,
Im, or possibly Sc.
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5. NGC 3682 (Fit Ie).—We have classified the
galaxy as Sa? while the UGC assigns a type S0-* and
RCZ fives SAS. Tbe fina! point in the color-aperture
plou indicates a morphologic»! class of Sb or Sbc.

6. NGC 4566 (Fig. I/).—If the morphological type is
bawd on tbe outer roost point there, it should be a Sb or

Sbc while we assigned it a Sab (R). Tie galaxy is
classified in the UGC i i u S type.

7. NGC 5301 (Fig. If).—This high inclination (i =
77*. RC2) object was dusified here as Sb-c while KC2
assigns SAS and UGC assigns Sc. The last point on the
color-aperture plou (Fig. Ij) points toward aa Sbc type.
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•

Figur* Id NGC 3622

Ck 08 12 16 20
A/D,c,l0)

A dark lane appears on our dectrono|raph (see also
remark lo Table 1) and potsibly is respoosibk for the
apparent reddening of (be second point on the (M-V)
versus /</D,c,(0) plot relative to the three other points.

8. NGC544HF4. I*).—The last point (largest aper-
ture) sits well wiiÜa the Sb morpbolo(ieal class, in

afreement with our assignment and also that in the
UGC. The faint bar and the outer pseudo-rini (see
remark in Table I) are easily visible on our electrooo-
traph.

9. NGC 5832 (Fnj. li).-Our electroootraphs show
this object only as a diffuse patch. There, as also on
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PSS, a stellar object appears about 30" from the center
of tbe image. Tbe object has been identified as a fore-
ground star by Burbidge eial. (1971). The closeness of
the star to the center of (he image causes an increase of
the surface brightness at that point, which has probably
been taken to represent tbe nucleus of tbe galaxy. It is
highly probable that tbe telescope has been pointed
toward that point and that the foreground star has been
included within all our measuring apertures.

Could tbe existence of this foreground object so close
to the center of the galaxy induce the UGC and tbe
RNGC (o remark on tbe brightness of tbe nuclear
regions (see remark in Table 1)?

Note tbe Burke (1978) lists this object as a candidate
for a QSO-gaUxy pair. The QSO 3C 309.2 is 62 away.

The color-aperture relations found here are depicted
in Figure li. These, mainly the outermost point, imply a
morphological class Sbc or Sc, confirming the UGC and
our assignment.

10. NCC 5987 (Fig. ly).—This large spiral was clas-
sified by the UGC and by us as Sb. The color-aperture
relations shown in Figure 1; have tbeir outermost point
on the E-SO plots. On tbe other hand, our electrono-
graphs show a bright, enlarged central bulge, whose
color distribution was probably measured. The apparent
blueing of the second point on the B — V versus
/4/D,c,(0) plot relative lo tbe other points could possi-
bly indicate an emission region near the galaxy center.

11. Z1U9-47 (Fig. I*).—The color-aperture rela-
tions found for this object imply a morphological type
Sb. We have assigned it Sa-b? and thus fiud our estimate
confirmed when referred to the outer regions.

12. NCC 6012 (Fig. I/).—Our color-aperture mea-
surements indicate a morphological type Sb or Sbc. We
have assigned it SBb while tbe UGC classified it SB*,
with a subsequent de Vaucouleurs type SB(rs)ab:. The
bar is prominent on our electroDograpbs, having a visi-
ble condensation on tbe northern end.

In order to confirm our mulliaperture results we
have observed two objects that have been measured by

other observers. We have chosen for this purpose M87=
NGC 4486 whose extensive muhiaperlure results appear
in de Vaucouleurs (1961) and NGC 4881 which has
been measured by Strom and Strom (1978). In Figure 2
we compare our results with those obtained by other
observers. Tbe measurements reported here are depicted
as open squares while those of the other observers are
represented by open circles. The representative experi-
mental error is shown by error bars on our ouiennosi
points. This error was obtained by comparing measure-
ments of the isolated galaxies performed on different
dates.

We find that our points reproduce rather well tbe
published measurements, tbe difference being in most
cases less than 0.05 mag. Tbe same is true for tbe
measurements of NGC 2712 in common with
de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs, and Corwin (1978).
Note that their smallest aperture measurement of this
object could be problematic (Corwin, private communi-
cation).

rv. DISCUSSION

We have presented a series of multiaperture color
measurements of a sample of "isolated" galaxies selected
according to some a priori' set of criteria. Assuming no
substantial error in our aperture normalization we re-
mark that half of our measuring points are within A s
0.2S />nci(0), while only 15% of tbe points represent
regions with AZQ.9 D,Ci(0). Hence our data refer
mainly lo tbe inner regions of (be sample galaxies.

We find the following results:
a) All HT galaxies show a tendency of V- B to

redden wilb increasing aperture. Only Sm and Im gal-
axies show the same V-B versus A behavior (namely
V—B increases with A) while all other galaxies show
opposite behavior (namely V—B decreases with A).

Very often we find (cf. Figs, la, le, 1 j , IA, li, and
\j) that the V- B versus A slope is much larger than
the corresponding one in Sm or Im galaxies. Even if we

FK>. 1—Coapariio* of our photoneuy «it» otken; cokw-apemre rctitiow for two adtcud objKts. kepcesnialive tmn have bca
OiVDoiaUlaurked «tkc «wcmoM pom. Our pouts n Kpraeaud by opa squares. Data denwd by otker obKntnareKpianiedbyopeadicki.
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0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 II 13 B-V
Fic. 3—Color-color dU|ram lor isoliieV giluies. A cross depicu the representative errors of measurement.

had a large calibration error in A/Dna(0), the large
slopes in the HT sample would prevail. Hence we con-
clude that the nucleus of the HT galaxies is significantly
bluer than the nuclei of Sm or Im galaxies. Incidentally,
all the galaxies of the HT sample were noted by the
Revised New General Catalog to be brighter toward the
center.

b) The behavior of B - V as a function of A /DRc,(0)
of HT galaxies resembles that of E and S type galaxies,
but is opposite to that exhibited by Sm and Im galaxies.
We find again larger gradients than are usually found in
"normal'' spirals.

c) The large color gradients prevent a unique galaxy
classification which is based solely on absolute colors.

d) We give in Figure 3 the corresponding color-color
diagram as a function of A in the galaxy. The direction
of increasing A is marked by an arrow on the line
joining all the measurements fv.itb different aperture) of
the same galaxy. The broken line is the color-color plot
for the various morphological ciisses using data from de
Vaucoukun (1961). (Toe arrow oa toe broken line
points toward increasing A/DKCI(0).) We End that the

nuclei of the HT galaxies resemble galaxies with active
nuclei in the sense that (a) the colors are above the
blackbody curve and (b) V-B is greater than -0.6
and fl - V is greater than 0.S (cf. Sandage 1967). Then,,
conclusions are independent of the face-on diameter?
used.

Broad-band colon of galaxies have been recently
studied by Larson and Tinsley (1978) with the purpose
of determining the stellar population, stellar formation
in bunts etc. Larson and Tissley explain the color
difference between Arp interacting objects (Arp 1966)
and Hubble galaxies (Sandage 1961) by invoking a more
recent burst for the former, possibly induced by tidal
interaction. Bursts of star formation move the galaxy
perpendicularly to the galaxies' normal trajectory in the
color-color diagram. Thus they daim that the blueness
of at least those Arp objects they studied is due to
a young blue population. It is clear from our results
that this explanation cannot explain the blueness of
the nuclei of the HT galaxies. Furthermore, McClure,
Cowley. and Cnmpton (1980) have studied tbc nuclei of
normal spin! galaxies tpectroscopically and have shown
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dut at kast in the nucleus, tbc major contribution to
ultraviolet light is from old horizontal branch stars and
not from young main-sequence stars. These objects rep-
resent, according to them, the mosl metal-poor tail of
the stellar population therein. This explanation also does
not explain the blueness of the nuclei of the HT gal-
axies. No metal-poor star, or mixture of stars, can carry
the colors to beyond the blacltbody curve. We are there-
fore led to the conclusion that a major contribution to
the radiation in the deep nuclei of the HT galaxies is
nonstellar. If this conclusion is correct, then the stellar
content of their nuclei can be determined only by spec-
troscopie methods as was done by McClure, Cowley,
and Crampton (1980).

Any nuclear activity demands the existence of gas.
Since these galaxies are isolated, they are expected not
to be affected by other galaxies or by extragalacu'c gas.
The massive bak) of field galaxies may provide a more
accentuated gravitational potential which would force

any gas released in the galaxy or accreted from inter-
galactic space to sink to the central regions (Dekel,
Lecar. and Shahani 1980). This gas could subsequently
be the source for the observed nonstellar radiation by
any one of the known processes (cf. Burbidge 1978).
Obviously, since the galaxies are isolated, their internal
gas would not be swept away by the interaction with
other galaxies or ram pressure effect of intracluster gas
(Cunn and Gott 1972).

N. B. would like to thank Dr. H. Netzer for his
critical advice on this work and for reading the
manuscript. We acknowledge the Smithsonian Research
Foundation grant SFC-O-3OO5 and partial support from
the Israel Commission for Basic Research. We thank Dr.
Corwin for bringing their multiaperture photometry
paper to our attention and for his evaluation of the data
therein. An anonymous referee has made some construc-
tive remarks.
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c j. W ( present J. K, and L photometry' of six isolated
galaxies (no companions within 45') through 7", 14", and 22"
apertures. The outer regions or these galaxies appear normal; the
nuclear regions exhibit an excess of radiation in the ultraviolet as
compared to "normal" galaxies which is not seen in the infrared.
This argues in favor of having its origin in thermal emission rather
than synchrotron radiation. The emission is suggested to be a
consequence of intensive formation of massive stars in the nuclei.

Key worrit: isolated galaxies - infrared emission - photometry

I.

The study of many properties of galaxies has been restricted mainly
to members of clusters and groups. For' field" galaxies, insofar as
one can define such a population, mostly {lobal properties such as
the luminosty function (Kirshncretal., 19 78) are known. Recently
Turner and Golt (1975) derived a sample of 350 objects, pre-
sumably representing the field population, from a statistical study
of the distribution of bright m < 14.0 Zwicfcy galaxies. Huchra and
Thuan (1977. hereafter HT) showed, however, that most of these
objects could be attributed to nearby de Vaucouleurs (1975) groups
or could have fainter (15.7>m> 14.0) companions within the 45'
region defined by Turner and Gott. Only twelve galaxies, hence-
forth called the HT sample, appeared to be truly isolated.

The HT sample is magnitude - limited but selected only by a
neighborhood-density criterion. Because of this it forms an ideal
probe of environmental effects on galactic formation «id evol-
ution. Some of the properties which may be influenced are:

(a) Morphological type. The change of dominant morphologi-
cal type from rich clusters lo the field population was pointed out
more than fifty years ago by Hubble and Humason (1931).
Recently, Dressier (1980) noted that, while only 45 % of all galaxies
are spirals at a density of - 5 galaxies Mpc"3. the percentage of
spirals rises to ~ 8 0 % for a density of ~0.0l galaxies Mpc'3 .

(b) Tidal distortion. It is clear that neighboring galaxies will be
mutually perturbed (e.g. some Arp objects). Field galaxies «ill,
however, have retained the configuration reached after the violent
relaxation stage (Lynden-Bell, 1967) and any subsequent inde-
pendent evolution.

Send offprint rtqutM to: N. Brosch
• Present address: United Kingdom Infrared Telescope Unit 900
Leilani St., Hilo. Hawaii 96720, USA

(c) Star formation. It is widely accepted that ram pressure from
intracluster gas extracts gas from passing galaxies (Gunn and Gott.
1972). Shaviv and Salpeter (1982) have also shown that accretion
onto the galaxy is possible under certain conditions of thermal
conductivity, viscosity and gas cooling. Either circumstance will
affect star formation rates which depend roughly on the square of
the gas density (Schmidt, 1959).

Brosch and Shaviv (1982. hereafter Paper I) measured V. B. I'
colours of the HT sample as a basis for comparison with other
galaxies. They found that the HT galaxies differ from randomly
selected galaxies in having nuclear ultraviolet excesses despite not
being strong radio or X-ray emitters. However, some of the objects
do show narrow emission lines (J. Huchra. private communication
to N.B.).

It appears therefore that at least some of the properties of the
HT galaxies differ from those in clusters and groups. Balkowski
and Cbamaraux (1981) claimed that isolated galaxies are
hydrogen-rich and in Paper I it was suggested that some extra gas
might fuel non-stellar radiative processes (cf. Burbidge, 1978) to
produce the ultraviolet excess of the HT nuclei. This implies a
kinship between HT objects and some galaxies with active nuclei.

Recently Balzano and Weedman (1981, hereafter BW) showed
that nuclei with (J-K)>IA tend to be associated with Scyfen
galaxies, while Slruck-Marcell and Tinsley (1978) showed that (V-
K) is a good indicator of recent star formation. Hence infrared
colours should be good diagnostics of physical processes in
galaxies. It is for this reason that we have measured J, K, and I
magnitudes of HT galaxies.

This paper presents observations of half the HT sample. Details
of the observations are given in Sect. II. In Sect. Ill we compare the
near-infrared properties of HT galaxies to those of other objects
and discuss possihic emission mechanisms.

I I .

All observations were made using an InSb photometer at the f/9
focus of the 3.8 m. United Kingdom Infrared Telescope on Mauna
Kea, Hawaii, on 3-5 June and 2-4 July 19». Details or the
photometry system are given in Table I together with repre-
sentative integration times wed on the program galaxies. The
largest (22") aperture could cot be used with the I-band filter
became of saturation problems.

The photometric standards were HR 4550, HR 5447, HR 8143.
and HR 8541 with the J, K, and L magnitudes as given in the 1980
Callech survey.

V
L

I
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TaMe 1. Typical parameters used in the photometry

Filter band J K

TaMc 3. Nuclear magnitudes and colours

/.(urn I
J/.(um)
Apertures used* (")
Typical integration time (s)

1.25 1.65 3.4S
0.30 0.40 0.60
7. 14. 22 7, 14. 22 7. 14
60 60 200

' Nominal 7" and 14" apertures are actual!) 6'.'S and 1377

TaMe 2. Final J. K. and L magnitudes

Galaxy Aperture J X

N G C 4566 7
14
2")

N G C 5301 7
14
22

NGC 5448 7
14
22

N G C 5987 7
14
22

Z 1 5 4 9 + 4 7 7
14
22

N G C 6012 7
14
22

12.63 (02)
12.16
12.16(02)

13.76(04)
12.32
11.78(02)

12.11 (02)
11.56
11.07(02)

11.68
11.19
10.84

12.35(01)
11.79(01)
11.29

13.77 (03)
12.82 (01)
12.20 (02)

11.61 (02)
11.17
11.06(02)

12.69
11.29
10.71 (02)

10.93 (01)
10.51
10.01 (01)

10.64(01)
10.14(01)
9.75

11.07(01)
10.45
10.07 (01)

12.83 (02)
11.83(01)
11.26(02)

12.10(57)
10.43 (28)

10.65(21)
10.07(18)

10.60 (22)
9.75(13)

1J.59 (18)
10.18 (38)

Mole 10 Table 2:
Formal errors in 0.01 mag, are given in paranthesis when the errors
are larger than 0.01 mag

The beam throw at ƒ 9 was 50" in a north-south direction which
was adequate to exclude significant amounts of radiation from the
target galaxy in the reference beam in all cases but one (NGC
5301). For this reason NGC 5301 appears dimmer by about 35 % in
J and 25 % in K relative to measurements performed with an
aperture of the same size but with a throw of about 5' (N. Krumm,
private communication)1.

Two galaxies in our observing program (NGC 5301 and NGC
5987) were observed during both runs to check the interna!
consistency of our results. As a check of our flux calibration we
observed the elliptical galaxy NGC 7619 in J and K with a 14"
aperture. Our results for this object agree to within a few 0.01 mag.
with those of Frogel et al. (1978) where a 16" aperture was used.
The raw J, K, and L magnitudes of the galaxies in our sample,
corrected for atmospheric effects are presented in Table 2.

1 We have adjusted our measurements of NGC 5301 by adding
flux proportional to the area of each aperture. This correction is
equivalent to the assumption that the region of the galaxy which
contained the reference beam had uniform surface brightness. The
extra flux contribution was calculated in order to bring the 22"
measurements in agreement with the values of Krumm

Galaxy r B-V i-B r-j V-K r-L
NGC 4566
NGC 5301
NGC 5448
NGC 5987
Z 1549+47
NGC 6012

14.38 1.38 -0.19" 1.75 2.77 2.28
15.95
15.19
14 46
15.03

0.86 -0.52
1.20 -0.16
1.20 0.15
1.10 -0.11
1.38 -0.60

2.19
3.08
2.78
2.68
1.50

3.26 -
4.26 4.54
3.83 3.86
3.% 4.44
2.44 -

No colour change assumed between aperture 7" and 22"

ID. Disctmiea

J. Isolated Galaxies is. Setferts

In order to compare our work with that of BW we require only the
nuclear colours of our isolated galaxies' sample. For convenience
we use as the size of the nucleus 6:8. corresponding to our smallest
aperture. This comparts reasonable well with BW. where the
smallest aperture was nominally 8". and also with Paper I. where
the smallest aperture was 7".

We have derived nominal 7" V. B. V magnitudes as shown in
the Appendix for the one object in thf present samplenol measured
in Paper I with a 7" aperture. We present in Table 3 the complete
tabulation of nuclear colours.

In their paper, BW inferred that if a galaxy has (J-K) > 1.1, its
nucleus hasa probability larger than 80 °; of showing indicators of
nonthermal emission. Among our si\ HT galaxies, two have (/-A*i
>1.1 while the other four are bordeline cases, with 1.10>(y-A'i
> 0.90. However the energy distributions of all six nuclei (Fig. 11
strongly resemble black body curves with 7"= 3400 K, correspond-
ing to an "average" stellar type of late K or early M. The flux
density distributions of Fig. 1 are based on Johnson's (1966ai
absolute calibrations.

The nuclear spectral distributions in Fig. J should be compared
with the results of McAlary, McLaren and Crabtree (1979) for 16
Seyfert (Sy) galaxies and three narrow-line emission galaxies
These authors find that Sy 2 and narrow-line galaxies are both
dominated by a stellar continuum. TV same is true also for two S>
I (i.e. broad emission lines) galaxies. Thus it appears that the
Seyfert phenomenon is not necessarily correlated with a pre-
dominantly non-thermal continuum.

We compare the infrared colours of our isolated galaxies to
those of Sy and other galaxies with active nuclei by plotting their
nuclear magnitudes on a (J-K) vs. iK-L) diagram. As we have L
magnitudes for only four program objects, we show these on Fig. 1
along with measurements made with a small aperture by Gliss
(1981) on Sy 2 and narrow-line X-ra> galaxies, by Johnson (1966b)
on "normal galaxies, and the blackbody line. In this diagram our
objects resemble normal galaxies, iadicating that the visual-UV
peculiarity of the emission does not extend to the near-infrared. In
particular, the isolated galaxies are separated from the Sy region by
(heir deficiency of I-flux.

2. Isolated Galaxies rs. "Normal" Galaxies

We now compare the nuclear magnitudes of isolated galaxies with
the results of Aaronson's (1971) extensive near-infrared falax»
survey. We uie his parameterization for the inner regions of
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Fig. 2. Colour-colour diagram of isolated galaxies (arrows) and
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« . in his paper l o g M / a , ) - -Oówkcre^ktbeapcnuresuc
aw) D, it ike tact-osi (Katmrr from de Vavconlnin, de
Vaimwimn aid Cwwia (It7<). The coaparitoa it praafUd ia
F * 3. Tfce dramatic eflact ofadudiH evt« a t a x i coMribmion of
frae-fne eauttkn to nuclei of "aonoal" galaxies is afao show»: if

osuy 5 % of t ie visual (V) flu» is coatrilwled by free-free processes,
then OKW-V) oft 3400 K Uackbody bacomes more t h u 0.5 mag
bluer. For thu reason, the four HT galaxies to tbe right of
AaroBton's "nomul galanat" curve can all be brought onto the
Bac by combiniag a moderate assouat of raddening iA, < t .0) with
a ssoaD (£0.04) fnw-fne cotMribtxioa to V. This however caaaot
cxphua NGC 4566 aad NOC «012. which lie to Ike "gram" <MM>
V) aide of Aarouoa's Ksw ia Fsg. J. It it possible that additional
coatribmions by Mroog ca twoa M M shoaid be invorved i r dwr
caw. Note ah» that (he nucleus of the wdl kaowa Sy 2 object NGC
1061 bat ( l / -K)-1 .0 l (Walker. 1H«) tad (V-K)-1.12 (Rieke
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TaMt 4. Colour-aperture relations

Galaxy

NGC 5301
NGC 5448
NGC 5987
Z 1549+47
NGC 6012

7"-22"

J(L-B)
J(log A D„)

1.15
0.12
0.49
0.23
0.6S

J(V-K>
J(log A Do)

0.10
-1.05

0.26
0.02
0.02

14"-22"

MV-B)
J(log/tO0)

0.18
1.72

-0.76
-0.87

0.29

J(f'-K)

Jllog/I.Do)

-0.34
-0.96
-0.36
-0.32
-0.32

Sole to Table 4:
NGC 4566 was not included because of the uncertain determination of the t'-flux through the 7"
aperture and the lack of measurements through a 15" aperture

,— • ^

K'-

'• '••: ••

! j ;

u-v!

15
SO

Fl». S. Trajectories of isolated and "normal" galaxies in the visual-
infrared colour-colour diagram; the arrows indicate increasing
aperture size

and Low, 1975) placing il between NGC6OI2.nd NGC 4566in the
colour-colour diagram. NGC 1068 has been shown to contain two
separate nuclear sources, a nonthermal point source and a gianc
Hli region (Becklin. 19(1): * similar phenomenon could occur
both in NGC 4566 and in NGC 6012.

3. Star Formation at Suclti of Isolated Galaxies

It is tempting to interpret the blue nuclei in the light of the
suggestion by Balkowski and Chamaraux (1981) that isolated
galaties are hydrogen-rich relative to non-isolated objects. JV-body
simulations of slow encounters between galaxies (Dekel et al.,

1980) show that the rrurs profile of an undisturbed galaxy is
sharper than that of a galaxy which has suffered a disturbance by
the close passage of another galaxy. A more accentuated gravi-
tational profile would enhance the tendency of accreted material to
reach the nucleus. Once there, the gas might either feed one of the
non-thermal processes encountered in galaxies with active nuclei
(Burbidgc, 1978) or induce a burst of rapid star formation (Rieke.
1981).

Wecan investigate the proposed rapid star formation b) testing
the colours of our isolated galaxies' nuclei against those predicted
by models of galaxies having star formation (Struck-Marcell and
Tinsley, 1978). Figure 4 shows our data along with the quasi-
evolutionary tracks on the colour-colour diagram for the follow-
ing three models of Struck-Marcell and Tinsley: (i) continuous Mar
formation with constant rate (CSF). (ii) a single bum of star
formation of 2 10' yr duration at various epochs (SB) and (iii) a
single burst of star formation that took place 2101 yr ago in an old
galaxy (BOG). The last curve is parameterized by the ratio of the
mass of newly-formed stars to the mass of the original galaxy. Van
de Hulst's (1949) curve No. 15. i.e. a galactic extinction law. has
been adopted to display the effect of reddening in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 demonstrates thai apart from NGC 4S66 and.
possibly. NGC 5987, the nuclei of the isolated galaxies cannot be
easily modelled by curves SB or CSF. Five of the objects fit a BOG
model, but only if a large amount of extinction is invoked. Note
however that only one of the five galaxies (NGC 5987) has a visible
dust lane.

Without invoking extinction, only NGC 4566 and NGC 6012
fit Struck-Marcell and Tinsley's star formation models. Since these
models do not include non-stellar components of the radiation
field, the agreement is probably fortuitous.

4. Colour-Aperture Effects

In order to investigate whether the peculiar btueness of the nuclei
of isolated galaxies extends into their disks we snow in Fig. 5 the
trajectories of our sample galaxies in the colour-colour diagram.
based on our 7*, 14", and 22" aperture observations. For com-
parison, we display there (be trajectories derived from Ike colour-
aperture relations for the different morphological classes from
Aaronson (1978). For our HT galaxies we used as the ( f - r ) colour
fora 14"aperture lbe(I/->0 valueofPaper I as measured through
a 15" aperture. For the 22" values we have, when necessary,
interpolated between the 15" and 29" va lues« given in Piper 1.
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It is encouraging that most of the trajectories of our program
galaxies approach the colours of Aaronson's normal galaxies when
measured through a larger aperture. This indicates that (a) there is
no appreciable zero-point difference between Aaronson's photo-
metric system and ours, and (b) the peculiar!) of isolated galaxies is
indeed confined to their nuclei.

In Table 4 the colour-aperture relations are listed for the
isolated galaxies. These are strikingly different from those derived
by Aaronson. as can also be seen in the trajectories plotted in Fig.
5.

Our colours versus aperture trends tend to have the opposite
slope from these found by Aaronson. i.e. becoming redder in larger
apertures. This is essentially a restatement ofthe fact that the nuclei
of isolated galaxies exhibit ultraviolet excesses. In larger apertures,
the trends resemble more closely those found by Aaronson, but
even here the dispersion of the values is very great.

Using Kas ID example, the slopes ofthe magnitude - aperture
relations can be defined as:

(1)

where V, is the V magnitude through the i' aperture and A, its
diameter. The slopes are shown in Fig. 6. This shows that, in
general, the brightening peaks at, or around S, except for NGC
5301, where it occurs at 1.2 (im. There is a general flattening ofthe
gradient at longer wavelengths which parallels that observed for
Seyfert galaxies (Pension ct «1.. 1974); there however the steepest
dope occurs at I' and the absolute values of the gradients are
smaller.

5. Isolated Galaxies and the Nature of Their Suclear UV Excesses

There ire i t kail two alternatives to explain the blue nuclear
colours. In Riper 1 it was suggested that a nonstellar component
moves the nuclei to the right of the Mack bod) line in the(r / -r ) vs.
{B-V) diagram. This was because "reasonable" stellar mixtures
cannot do Ibis, even though their colours wander away from toe
main sequence. For instance, an avenge Sb galaxy has (J -F)
aO.77 and ( t - £ ) a O . i t . A ven' young cluster of stirs, formed
less thin 10' yr ago. has (t°-J)& -0.85 and (B-V)* -0:10.
(Searleetal.. 1973). Assuming that the young cluster provides99 %
of the light in the V band, the resultant colour of such i mixture

would be ( I - B i s -0 .83 . I J - l ' l s -0.07. belo» the Hack bod)
line.

There arc "unorthodox" mixture of stars which tan reproduce
the colours of the nuclei of isolated galaxies. A binan mi\ofOS-7
stars and M5V stars, with a ratio of one O star to 104 M stars,
would reproduce quite well the I'. B. V colours of NGC 5448 and
NGC 5987.

We have pointed out above that free-free radiation could be
one of the contributors to the radiation field. This suggestion arose
from the observation that a synchrotron spectrum.» hich normally
has a spectral index of 0.6-0.8. would have produced a measurable
nuclear radio source. The results ofthe search for radio continuum
emission will be reported separately (Brosch and Krumm. 1982)
The thermal bremsslrahlung has a much flatter spectrum, which
however has a short wavelength exponential cutoff.

If thermal free-free radiation provides the extra UV component
needed to put the nuclei on the right hand side ofthe black bodv
line (see Fig. 3 of Paper I) then the exponential cutofT in the
spectrum should not yet be significant at k =:0.35 urn. This implies
that the temperature of ihe gas should be of the order of 4 10* K.
very much hotter than a regular "galactic" H11 region.

Gas with cosmic metallicity cannot be heated to 7 > 10* K
because ofthe thermostat» effects ofthe heavy elements. Only b>
reducing the metallicity to ~0.1 ofthe cosmic value is the main
cooling load taken up by free-free emission, with a resultant
temperature much higher than 10* K.

Both ideas, of a very unbalanced mixture of stellar populations
and of a low metallicity and high temperature gas, could con-
ceivably be combined in a scenario involving a not too efficient
burst of star formation from a low metallicity gas. It has been
suggested before that in regions of low Z the upper end of the
Initial Mass Function is steeper, producingrelatively more massive
stars (Shields and Tinsley, 1976). This is supported by the
observation of Terlevich and Melnick (1981) that in giant extragal-
actic H n regions the ionizing flux per unit total mass of stars
formed in one burst of star formation decreases with increasing
metal abundance of the gas. It is therefore possible that we are
witnessing, in most isolated galaxies, bursts of star formation in the
nuclei from and within a low melallicity gas.

IV.CoachskMS

1. The nuclear regions of isolated galaxies differ from those of
normal galaxies in that they exhibit ultraviolet excesses. The outer
regions of both classes appear similar.

2. The excess of UV radiation is not seen in the near-infrared,
arguing against a nonthermal origin, unless the power-law con-
tinua hive unusually flat spectral indices. More plausible is a
combination of massive young stars, formed in • burst, with a
small amount of free-free emission from very hot gas.

3. Except for the ultraviolet excess, the nuclear spectral energv
distributions of isolated galaxies resemble those of late-type stars.
The lack of i large /.-band excess argues against the presence of
large amounts of hot dusl, while the absence of prominent dust
lanes implies small reddening by non-nuclear matter.

4. It would be extremely useful to carry out a sensitive search
for emission lines from the galactic nuclei, perform spectropho-
tometry in the satellite UV to determine the shape of the UV
continuum and do a blue-ultra violet polarimetry study to see
whether the excess UV radiation is polarized. These observations
could help settle the question of whether or not non-thermal
emisiion contributes significantly lo the radiation originating in
the nuclei of isolated galaxies.

•'•2
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: Dtriv.tio» «f the Nuclear Magninitt *f NGC 4S«*

NGC 456* has a bright, almost stellar core, surrounded by a much
fainter disk (Sulentic and TifTi. 1977). The disk is almost face-on
(Nilson. 1973).

We assume that the light distribution obeys the exponential
surface brightness law (Freeman, 1978):

ff(r)»<roexp ( -ar) . (Al)

Using the V, B, and V magnitudes from Paper I as measured
through apertures 22". 29" and 58" it is possible to determine the
amount of light passed by lhe22"-29" and 29"-58*annuli and solve
for SO and a in (Al). The contribution of the 7"-22* annulus is the
limply

A--2J-- j <r o exp( -w)2 i t r* . (A2)

This is subtracted from the intensity received with the full 22*
aperture and transformed into a magnitude using

m(7")- - 2 . 5 log [dei ( -0 .4m(22")}- / , - .M-)- (A3)

Here m(JV") is the magnitude through the aperture with a
diameter A", for colours 5 and V. For I'we found that the surface
brightness contribution of the 29"-58" annulus was apparently
larger than that of the 22"-29" annulus.

This is not suprising, because inspection of the blue Palomar
Sky Survey copy reveals that at «. I5"-3O" radius a strong spiral
arm forms almost a full riaf. It it conceivable that ttar fonnation
regions within the arm contribute extra light in the (/-band, which
causes the breakdown of the exponential disk assumption.
Therefore, to calculale t'(7") we assumed that the colour (V-B) in
a 7" aperture was the same as in a 22" aperture.
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Chapter VI: 5 GHz Observations of Isolated and Group Galaxies
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Abstract

We have searched for 5 Griz continuum emission from a sample of 12 isolated

galaxies and a control sample of 17 galaxies in small groups with the Westerbork

radio telescope array. The selection of these samples is discussed and

compared with previous work. Only two nuclei were detected at a level of

about 2 aJy, both of them belonging to isolated galaxies. Three point sources

possibly located in the galaxy disks were detected, as well as a number of

background sources. Extended disk emission was detected with similar degrees

of success both in the isolated and the non-isolated samples. We conclude

that at this level there is no difference in the radio properties of the two

samples. We also rule out the possibility that thermal bremsstrahlung is

responsible for the excess U-band radiation observed in the nuclei of the isolated

galaxies, unless very high temperatures or densities are invoked.

If

V.
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I. Introduction

This paper presents the results of a sensitive interferometer search

for radio continuum emission from galaxies belonging to two samples, one of

: '. ; isolated galaxies and the other of galaxies in small groups. This study

i-^! is part of a wider effort to understand the influence of the environment in

determining observable properties of galaxies.

T- To date, the sample of isolated galaxies (described in the next section)

• , has been studied in several wavelength regions. Brosch and Shaviv (1982)

':-••• made multiaperture photometric measurements in three colors (U, B, and V).

s{ ' They found that the nuclei of all 12 isolated galaxies exhibit excess U-band

.'; radiation, similar to Seyferts (e.g. Weedman, 1973). The integrated colors,
• " x

fcfj however, are normal for spirals.

• i In Seyfert galaxies the ultraviolet excess extends as a power law into

• •'•/., the near infrared (Balzano and Weedman, 1981). This, however, is not true
"i'j
| i of the six isolated galaxies measured in J-, K-, and L-bands by Brosch and

•••' Isaacman (1982). The latter have normal infrared colors, similar to those

'̂- of a black body with T \ 3400° K (typical of a K star). This apparently

ij rules out the possibility that the nuclear U-band excess cooes from a steep-

( spectrum synchrotron source but is still consistent with bremsstrahlung or
*;'.'!

"/•; with a peculiar population of early stars.

1 : Meanwhile, Balkowsky and Chamaraux (1981) have found an apparent excess .

• "• of neutral hydrogen gas (H I) in these same isolated galaxies. If the gas

I \ pi
Jfe.: is metal-poor and falling into the nucleus, it could be responsible for either a

iÈ hot thermal plasma or star formation with an initial mass function biased to-

I,'. wards massive star formation (Brosch and Isaacman, 1982) both of which could pro-

duce the ultraviolet excess. Consistent with the infall picture is the finding

by Krumn and Shane (1982) that the H I diameters are normal in the two isolated

galaxies which they mapped. This suggests that the gas is more centrally condensed

in these galaxies, a condition favoring infall to their nuclei.
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Radio continuum measurements have previously been made of a different

sample, from the list of isolated galaxies compiled by Karachentseva (1973,
i'
3 hereafter KI), and of a sample of isolated pairs of galaxies selected by

Karachentsev (1972, hereafter KP). We argue in the next section that these
•i

•* samples are contaminated by non-isolated systems, but we note the results

of radio studies of them by Adams et al. (1980) and Stocke et al. (1978).

They concluded that isolated galaxies are less likely to be strong radio emitters

than non-isolated galaxies and that wide pairs show less emission than close pairs.

^ Hummel (1981) reached similar conclusions for the emission originating in the central

•(• regions from his 21 cm continuum study of 400 galaxies in all environments.

4}
,;<.j Besides using a purer sample of isolated galaxies, our study improves on

ft;
' ;!{ earlier work because of its better sensitivity. By using the Westerbork

Synthesis Telescope, we have eliminated the confusion problem and thus reduced

,(:. the detection limit to about 2 mjy in most cases.

In addition, we have also observed a control sample of galaxies in small

[; groups. In this way we have obtained a uniform set of data for comparing the

radio properties of average galaxies to those of the isolated sample. : .

ï'i
i. ;,

f!
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II. The Samples

The criteria by which the KI isolated galaxies and the KP sample of

isolated pairs of galaxies were selected from the Zwicky catalogue (Zwicky

et a l . , 1961-8) required that neighboring galaxies of comparable diameter

be more distant than a certain factor (10 for KI, 5 for KP) tines the diameter

| of the primary or the separation between the members of the pair. However,

'0, Karachentseva (1980) subsequently found that the KI sample is contaminated

'. V by systems which are non-isolated. This is because the selection criteria

':':, used do not exclude certain kinds of neighbors. The contaminating galaxies

.'T, found by Karachentseva were mostly components of pairs with members of

• ' widely different apparent magnitudes and/or diameters, or meabers of groups
'j.
Z( or clusters of galaxies where only the brightest galaxy had been considered.
• C

I'I He have now applied new criteria to estimate the number of true
$ coapanions NQ.5 of galaxies and pairs in KI and KP sub-samples. These sub-

"' samples consist of those KI and KP objects detected in radio emission by

I Adams et al. (1980) and by Stocke et a l . (1978), which have radial velocities

y, in Rood (1980) . By selecting only galaxies previously detected in radio

II emission, the comparison i s not biased. Note that both KI and KP did not |:

<ƒ>' use radio emission criteria in their selection thus our finding should not .<./

'•Z be in f luenced by t h i s . Companions are here def ined as those g a l a x i e s i n the ki

• ' Uppsala General Catalogue ( N i l s o n , 1973) at pro jec t ed d i s t a n c e s l e s s than !•;

; : 0 .5 H>c (HQ - 100 ka s " 1 Hpc s ' 1 ) with measured rad ia l v e l o c i t i e s d i f f e r i n g RI

: :\ f r o * t h a t o f the primary by l e s s than 150 km s " 1 . The v e l o c i t i e s are drawn Pu

'&»j from Rood (1980). Companions without a measured v e l o c i t y are missed, thus f-<

Nj.S i s a lower l i m i t . A v e l o c i t y difference o f 150 ka $"' i s about twice - j

pi the dispersion of field galaxies about the Hubble flow (Taaaann and Kraan,

^ 197<; Uvolo and Yahil, 1982) and i s comparable with the dispersion of

velocities in small groups. A galaxy will travel three times 0.5 H>c in a

1
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Hubble time when its velocity is 150 km s"1.

N^y is shown in fig. 1, as a function of the redshift of the primary

systea. Clearly, most KI and KP systems do have companions (and note that

at the larger redshifts companions may be missed because of the magnitude

limit of the Uppsala Catalogue). Hence, the assumption that these galaxies

have remained undisturbed for a sizable fraction of a Hubble time may not

be correct.

For this reason, and also because the KI and KP samples are too large

for a detailed study (KI includes 1050 objects ), we decided to use the saaple

of isolated galaxies suggested by Huchra and Thuan (1977). Hereafter this

will be called the HT sample. These objects are a subset of the Turner and

Gott (1976) field galaxies, selected from the Zwicky catalogue under the

constraints that they should be brighter than 14.0 nag., should have no

neighbour brighter than 15.7 mag. within 45 arcmin., and should not be nembers

of any nearby de Vaucouleurs (1975) group. Out of 1088 Zwicky galaxies

brighter than 14.0 >ag., only 12 satisfy the HT criteria. (Curiously, only

five objects overlap with KI).

Fig. 1 shows that the HT galaxies, with one exception, have no companions.

Thus the saaple is probably less contaminated by non-isolated galaxies than is

KI.

We have also selected a sample of comparison galaxies in saall groups to

check how an enhancement of the local density of galaxies affects their observed

properties. These "group galaxies" were chosen froa the Turner and Gott (If"6)

catalogue of groups of galaxies, the de Vaucouleurs (1975) list of groups, anc

a list of galaxies with aeasured rotation curves, suppled by Vera Rubin. The

actual selection of objects froa these lists was somewhat arbitrary. We

needed a saaple coaparable to the HT saaple, covering a similar range of

apparent aagnitudes, angular sizes, and morphological types. We further
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required that their radial velocities be known, and that they would not

be neabers of rich clusters. Finally, we insisted that each chosen group
f-Xj

galaxy have at least three conpanions, in the above sense. Radio properties ";

of the galaxies played no role in the selection criteria, either here or in ">_

the «aster lists, so the sample is unbiased in that sense. ;

The galaxies in the HT and group gaJaxy (GO) samples are listed in '.'...-'

Tables la and lb. It is clear that the two sanples span the sane range of

parameters.

Radio continuua information already available in the literature for these

galaxies is presented in Table 2. We will not discuss individually the

numerous discrepancies in observations, but it appears that confusion is an

important problem for single dish observations and even for synthesis observations

composed of only one short cut.i
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I I I . Observat ions and Reductions '.

The observat ions were performed a t 5 GHz with the Westerbork Synthes i s M

Radio Telescope (WSRT) i n 1980 and i n 1981. The t e l e s c o p e and the data };;j

reduct ion programs have been descr ibed i n d e t a i l e l sewhere (Hogbom and , "

Brouw, 1974; Baars and Hooghoudt, 1974; van Someren-Greve, 1974; Bos e t a l . , ,''

1981) . The performance o f the system i s summarized i n Table 3 . <~-

A typical observation of one galaxy consisted of three integrations C\

(or cuts) of 20 Bin. each, at widely-spaced hour angles. This was in most .

cases sufficient to exclude confusing sources, but not to map the galaxies.

Two galaxies, NGC 3067 and NGC 5832, are close to powerful radio quasars

and in their cases limitations of the dynamic range of the observations

•;' degrade the sensitivity. Three galaxies were observed with only two cuts,

'é' and six with only one. The latter, all from the GG sample, are identified

in Table lb with an asterix after their NGC number.

The observations were used to created two-dimensional maps which were

processed using the CLEAN algoritha (Hogbom, 1974), by which multiple delta

functions convolved with the synthesized beam are fitted to extended sources.

In most cases the maps were cleaned to 2.5 mjy. The final r.m.s. residuals

averaged about 0.6 mjy. The individual residual value produced for each '

map was adopted as the standard deviation of the detected fluxes and as the "

1 o detection limit for that map. The distribution of the residuals in a

single map is non-Gaussian because of the incomplete hour angle coverage ;- '

and the presence of remnants of grating rings and faint sources. There Ni<

are more large-amplitude residuals that would be expected for a Gaussian : -

distribution. Considerable car* has therefore been exercised in selecting

the detection criteria so as not to claim spurious detection on the one hand, '<- ;

nor discard good information on the other. H
I ;
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The criteria for claiming a detection of a nuclear point source

: were (a) that i ts position be within 10" of the optical nucleus (Dressel

•- •; and Condon, 1976 for GG's and Brosch, 1982 for HT's), and (b) that i ts

• flux be higher than that of 99.865% of the points in the aap (corresponding

• \ to a three sigaa level for a Gaussian distribution). Non-nuclear point

' sources were identified i f they were within three arcmin of the galaxy

center and were stronger than five sigaa (5/3 tiaes the above three sigaa

value). In addition, any source in the cleaned field stronger than 5.0 aJy

, (before correction for primary beaa attenuation) was noted.

' All detected sources and upper limits for the non-detected nuclei are

listed in Tables 4a and 4b. Hie sources are identified by their Westerbork

p' survey lumbers. The present l i s t of sources is survey number 51; the

,. sources are numbered sequentially in order of increasing right ascension.

An impression of the accuracy of the fluxes given for the detected

f. sources can be obtained fro» the upper limits presented for the non-

:• -. detections; these are three sigaa values as explained above. We have

' tried to identify the detected sources on the prints of the Paloaar Sky

,';••' Survey, and give the results in the last column of Tables 4a and 4b.
: • All fluxes have been corrected for priaary beaa attenuation using the function

• f(R) - exp(-0.0245 R2), (1)

where R is the distance to the field center in arcain (Willis and Hi ley, 1979a).

\ We have also looked for extended emission in both saaples of galaxies.

: • For this purpose we summed the flux density within circles of diameter 1.2

' and 2.4 arcain, centered on each galaxy. As Tables la and lb show, these

ï' circles encompass a wide region in most galaxies, i f not al l the galaxy.

K The reason for choosing a distance-dependent area of integration i s due to

Ï the wide range of redshifts in both saaples coupled with the fact that with

; a minimum baseline of 72 a (Table 3) the HSRT is blind to extended emission
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larger than~two arcnin. The flux density sums were normalized by the

corresponding su»s of the antenna patterns. The results are shown in ĵ j

Tables 5a and 5b. We give there also the detection limit corresponding f j

to each measurement, obtained by multiplying the three sigma noise per beam '-

by the square root of the number of beams per circle scaled by the effective ,'

nunber of interferoneters used. This assumes that the noise and residuals j$--f'

within each integrating area are uncorrelated (hence the sealing to the number •

of beams); this may well not be the case.

8
11
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IV. Discussion

The observational results may be summariied as follows:

(a) Nuclear radio sources were found in only two of the 12 HT galaxies

and in none of the group galaxies. Point sources possibly originating in

the disks were found in two HT galaxies and one GG. ,•
},'•

(b) Extended emission was found in five isolated galaxies and in five ';;

group galaxies. The detection statistics for extended radio emission •'

are sunmarized in Table 6. The hypothesis that the proportion of detections j'

aaong HT galaxies and the GG sample is similar was tested with the x2 test, with

the conclusion that there is no difference in this aspect between the samples.

A comparison between our 5 GHz fluxes and previously published single

dish values (Table 2) shows that in a nuaber of cases our detection or

upper limits are nuch lower than the other measurements. This is probably

an indication of soae missing flux due to the lack of interferometer spacings

shorter than 72 a. In general, however, our upper limits and the other f

published values are in reasonable agreement. I
r.

Result (a) above casts doubt on the thermal bremsstrahlung model for '(
the nuclear U-band excess in isolated galaxies, since such a process should "

k
produce detectable radio emission. The mean nuclear brightness of the •

isolated galaxies measured by Brosch and Shaviv (1982) i s 15.5 U-magnitudes, {:;:

or about laJy (Johnson, 1966). The bremsstrahlung spectrum of an optically •

thin source i s :••

Sv - g(v,T) exp(-hv/kT) (2) &

(Lang, 1974). Here, T is the plasma temperature, v i s the frequency of t

observation, and g is the Gaunt factor. In Table 7 we have used Equation 2 'i

to calculate the expected flux at 5 GHz, assuming that only 20% of the U-band ü
•A-

l i g h t (0 .2 mJy) i s brehmsstrahlung. The observed upper l imit to the SGHz flux of '/•
'•?

about 2 mJy for most of the galaxies in Tables 4a and 4b i s thus incompatible

with the bremsstrahlung model unless the temperature i s quite high
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(T i 2xlO5 °K). Maintaining such high temperatures requires a powerful

'•. energy source and probably a low-netallicity plasma (so that cooling is

inefficient). A strong gravitational field is also needed to bind the

plasma to the nucleus. \'-y

Lower temperatures (down to a few times lO*1 °K) can be allowed i f the }

i e lectron density or path length i s large enough that radio emission i s s e l f - 'ft-'

/•-' absorbed. The "cut o f f frequency where the opt ica l depth reaches unity I-;-,

I i s given by j

V vc « 0.3 (T"1*35 E m ) l / z (3)

V- (Lang, 1974). Here vc i s in Ghz, T i s th

,'fi and E i s the emiss ion measure, de f ined as

(Lang, 1974). Here vc i s in Ghz, T i s the electron tenperature in Kelvins,

jc' n e i s the density of e lectrons ( in cm"1*) and dl i s an element of path length

'" along the l i n e - o f - s i g h t ( in p c ) . Self-absorption at 5 GHz requires that

1} ZmZ 7xlO7 (T/IO*1 0 K ) 1 - 3 S cm"6 pc. (4)
i t

\ Such large emission measures in our own Galaxy are found only in small regions,

* ' such as planetary nebulae and "hot spots" of H II regions. By comparison,

');[ more than 2600 unobscured OS stars would be necessary to account for the ].

. 'i nuclear U-band light in NGC 2712 (Allen 1973). :

: -: A second possibility suggested by Brosch and Isaacman (1982) to explain «•;•

/ the U-band excess i s an unorthodox mixture of stars, in which intermediate \
r

• • types (B-K) are absent. This suggestion is consistent with the general I.

, > lack of radio emission which we observe. K^

The complete absence of nuclear radio sources in the GG sample as well as f '

fc' t <
;>•• the similarity of the extended emission properties are also noteworthy. '

K I;''
|; Clearly, the higher density of galaxies in small groups is not sufficient to ^ •

:y trigger more 5 GHz emission than in isolated galaxies. (The opposite \.i.

conclusion suggested by our data, namely that group galaxies are less likely
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to show emission than isolated galaxies, is probably not warranted, since J~-

(a) the saaples are small, and (b) the two detected HT galaxies are not &K
]•'•',

very representative, having the two largest redshifts in the sables.) fe>.'.

'Ó. Apparently, it is only when one looks at close pairs of galaxies, where •,

„x interaction has occurred recently or is presently occurring, that enhanced >r

radio emission is likely. :

ft

V

i

ï ?
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if Conclusions

It appears that isolated galaxies generally do not have nuclear radio L.

sources, nor do they display extraordinary disk emission. In these respects tf-

they resemble ordinary galaxies in saall groups, represented by the GG sanple. IS,

Only in galaxy pairs (studied by others) are nuclear sources more frequent, 'p.

suggesting that such activity is short-lived. :
:

In failing to find a radio counterpart to the excess U-band enission fr

from the nuclei of isolated galaxies, we have ruled out the t h e n a l '/

brensstrahlung model, unless very high temperatures or densities are invoked.

We hope that forthcoming observations of the nuclear spectra of the HT

galaxies, along with apert

/, mystery of this emission.

f

if
, galaxies, along with aperture photoaetry of the GG saaple, will resolve the
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\i

Name

N2684

N2712

20902+36

N3622

N3682

N4566

NS301

N5448

N5832

NS987

Zl 549+47

N6012

Type

S

SBb

SO

S?

SO/a

S

Sc

SBb

SBc

Sb

S

SBa

Table

"PS

13.4

12.3

14.0

13.7

13.4

13.9

13.0

12.7

13.3

13.3

13.6

13.1

la. Isolated

* x b (blue)
{arc ninj

0.9 x 0.8

3.S x 1.7

1.3 x 1.1

1.3 x 0.5

2.3 x 1.6

1.2 x 0.8

4.2 x 0.8

4.3 x 2.0

3.7 x 2.5

5.1 x 1.8

1.4 x 0.7

2.1 x 1.6

Galaxies

2858

1807

7 0 9 0 ^

1 3 3 5 ^

ISIS™

5290

1490

2023

448<
2>

3018

5971 &

1848

Distance

L M P C I

29

18

71

15

17

54

16

22

7

32

61

19

f '.
(1)

(2)

John Huchra, private coaaunication

Balkowski « Chaaaraux (1981)

All information is fro» Nilson (1973), except velocities which are fro»

Rood (1980), unless otherwise noted. Distances are derived asuaing a galacto-

centric correction of 300 sin!11 cos b 1 1 ka/s and H,, - 100 ka s"l l^c'1.
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Table lb. Group Galaxies

Naae

N3003

N3067

N3245A

N3430

N3593

N3893

N3898

N3938

N3982

N4062*

N4369 *

N4448*

N5350*

N5676*

NS879*

N59OS

NS908

Type

SB?c

Sa-b

SBb

Sc

SO

Sc

S>

Sc

s
Sc

SO/a

Sa

SBb/c

Sc

Sb

SBb

Sb

12.3

12.7

15.4

12.2

11.8

10.6

11.7

11.0

11.6

11.9

12.3

11.9

12.4

11.7

11.9

13.6

13.S

a x b (blue)

[arc »inj

S.7 X 1.7

2.2 x 0.8

3.6 x 0.3

4.S x 2.4

5.2 x 2.1

4.6 x 2.5

3.6 x 2.1

5.4 x 5.1

2.4 x 2.2

4.8 x 2.0

2.4 x 2.4

4.0 x 1.5

3.4 x 2.7

4.0 x 1.7

4.8 x 1.7

4.7 x 3.6

3.0 x 1.3

fkSs]

1481

1506

1327

1594

621

977

1174

812

1110

769

1052

693

2316

2117

775

3393

3309

Distance
[Mpc]

14

15

13

16

5

10

13

9

12

8

11

7

24

23

10

35

35

N0.S

3

3

3

3

3

8

4

7

5

4

3

6

4

7

4

4

4

f i

I

Coluans 2, 3, 4 are fro» Nilson (1973). Coluan 5 is fro» Rood

(1980). Coluan 6 is derived assisting a galactocentric correction of 300

sin I11 cos b 1 1 ka s"1 «nd H o • 100 ka s-1 H>c-1. See the text for N J S .

Galaxies with an asterix after their NGC nuaber have been observed only

once (single cut).
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Tablc 2. Previous Radio Continuum Observations

Galaxy

N2712

N3003

N3067

N3430

N3593

Frequency (GHz)

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

5.

1.4

1.4

2.38

1.4

1.4

2.38

1.4

1.4

2.38

1.4

1.4

2.38

5.

Flux (Bjy)

12

<S0

5 * 0.8

3.2 t 2.3

<2O

<10

<50

19 t 4

<1O

<60

<150

<10

<50

28 + 6

45

93

64 t 4

67 1 17

Reference

H80

H8O

KS82

KS82

AJS

H80

H8O

DC

H80

H80

DC

H80

H80

DC

HSO

H80

DC

S

Renarks

center

ff

1
total I;

center, unresolved ft'
!'••"

disk, center subtracted E

beu-2'.S |

1
h

center Ktotal fe

beam - 2*.7 1

1
center H

H
total Qbeaa « 2 . 7 , confused m

I
center H

total Ëi

beu « 2*.7 I

center

total

beu - 2'.7

beu > 2*.7

i
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Table 2. Previous Radio Continuum Observations - continued

s

Galaxy

N3893

N3898

Frequency (GHz)

1.4

1.4

1.5

2.695

5.

5.

5.

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.5

5.0

Flux c»Jy)

<20

162

20

75 + 14

43 i 12

4

45 i 9

<2

<100

<3

<2

<11

Reference

H80

H80

HBC

STKK

STKK

HBC

S

H80

H80

VOK

HBC

HBC

Remarks

center

total

center

beaa • s'.O

beaa « 2'.7

center

bean > 2'.7

center

total

center

center

center

N3938

N3982

N4062

4.8

10.7

1.4

1.4

4.8

10.7

1.4

1.4

2.38

5

20 ± 3

13 ± 7

GGK

GGK

<so
4 + 3

<20

H80

H80

DC

AJS

beaa - 2 .4

beaa • l'.2

40 H80 center ) dynaaic
) range

<50 H80 total } problea

35 * A GGK b«aa * 2'.4

25 * 14 GGK beaa > l'.2

center

total

beaa * 2'.7

beaa > 2'.5

/I

V
N4369 1.4

1.4 <50

H80 center

H80 total
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Table 2. Previous Radio Continuum Observations - continued

Galaxy

N4448

Frequency

1.4

1.4

2.38

(GHz) Flux C«Jy)

<10

<so
0 i 4

Reference

H80

H80

DC

Renarks

center

total

beam * 21 .7

5. <20 AJS beaj» > 2 .5

I

i

Ê

N5301 1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

2.7

<S0

<1

7.2 t l.S

70 i 50

H80

H80

KS82

KS82

P80

center

total

center

disk

beaa - 0*.9

11
f'

I
NS350

N5448

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

60

<S0

H80

H80

H80

H80

center

total

center

total

N5676 1.4

1.4

1.5

4.8

5.

S.

10.7

<20

140

<3

35 1

33 1

19!

5

7

3

H80

H80

HK

GGK

S

HBC

GGK

center

total

center

ben - 2'.4

beaa - 2*.7

center

bem - I1.2
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Table 2. Previous Radio Continuum Observations - continued

Frequency (GHz) Flux (mJy) Reference Re narks

1.4

1.4

4.8

10.7

1.4

1.4

1.4

<50

9 + 5

<4

20

<50

13.2

H80

H80

GGK

GGK

H80

H80

H82

center

total

beaa * 2*.4

beu - 1'.2

center

total

center

I

j';7.

I
"i

-••V

N5908

N6012

1.4

1.4

1.4

5

2.38

5

29

<50

27.2

17 t 6

12 1 5

References to Table 2

AJS - Adaas, Jensen and Stocke, 1980

DC - Dreisel and Condon, 1978

GGK - Gioia, Gregorini and Klein, 1982

H80 - Huaa*], 1980

HBC - Heekman, Ulick and Crane, 1980

KS82 • KruBB and Shan*, 1982

H80

H80

M82

S

DC

AJS

center

total

whole disk

beaa * 2*.7

beaa « 2'.7

beaa * 2'.5

M82 - van Moorsel, 1982

P80 - Pfleiderer etal., 1980

S - Sraaek, 1975

STKK - Stocke et al., 1978

VDK - van de Kruit, 1972

I;
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Table 3

Frequency

Bandwidth

Number of Interferometers

Baselines(1)

Synthesized Beam FWHM(2J

Primary Bean FWHM

Size of Cleaned Hap

Typical RMS Noise

Typical distance to first grating

ring C4)

4.995 GHz

10 Miz

40

36 (72) 2700 n

or 72 (72) 2700 •
ii «i

3 .5 x 3 .5 cosec 5

11

9*.6 x 9*.6

0.6 «Jy/bea»

2*.9

1
f-.t

(2)

(3)

(4)

'Shortest baseline (increment) longest baseline

for a 12 hour observation

for 3 x 20 Bin. integration

'minor axis ,for systea paraaeters as above, calculated as described in

Bos et al. (1981)

'i
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Table 4a. Point Sources - Isolated Galaxies

Galactocentric
Survey

Galaxy Source
Flux Optical

0(1950) 6(1950) p » (mJy) Identification
coordinates
p J

N2684

51 V 01 8h51*28?8 +49°2o'oo" l.*3 143°

<2.1 nucleus

19.6 G:N2686a

N2712 <2.1 nucleus

Z0902+36 51 W 02

51 N 03

9 02 37.3 36 33 17 0 0 5.3 nucleus

9 02 58.7 36 35 45 4.9 60 22.6 E

N3622 <1.9 nucleus

N3682 - - - <2.1 nucleus

51 N 08 11 24 40.1 66 51 48 0.5 -101 3.8 D

51 W 09 11 24 43.8 66 52 24 13.5 41 280 0

N4566 <2.2 nucleus

N5J01

51 W 13

- - <2.3 nucleus

13 44 33.7 46 21 45 2.1 79 72.8 E

N5448

51 W 14

- <2.1 nucleus

14 00 55.6 49 24 03 0.7 -178 3.9 D

N5832

SI W 17

- <65.3 nucleus

14 58 56.7 71 52 11 6.8 -85 10539.0 Q:3C309.1

N5987

51 W 19

- <2.2 nucleus

15 39 31.9 58 13 09 5.5 104 41.6 S

'i
1

Z1S49+47 51 N 20 15 49 40.3 47 24 14 0 7.6 nucleus

N6012

51 W 21 15 52 06.9 14 49 25 5.4 32

<2.S nucleus

12.3 E
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Table 4b. Point Sources - Group Galaxies

Galactocentric
Survey Coordinates flux Optical

Galaxy Source a(19S0) 6(1950) p » CmJy) Identification

N3003 <2.3 nucleus

ï

N3067

51 W 04 9h55"2S?4 •32°38I23" l!8 -4°

«11.3 nucleus

1165.2 Q:3C232

N324SA

51 W 05 10 24 OS.8 28 58 11 4.6 -19

<Z .4 nucleus

34.6 S

N3430

51 W 06 10 49 12.6 33 13 11 2.4 -88

<2.3 nucleus

8.7 6

N3593

51 W 07 11 12 00.3 13 08 33 3.1 6

<2.5 nucleus

7.1 G

N3893

56

56

-

-

22

23

47

51

1

2

-

-

.4

.3

-

-

-38

20

<2

<2

3

3

.2

.2

.8

.9

nucleus

nucleus

D

E

i

N3898

51 W 10 11 46 30.3

51 W 11 11 46 42.0

N3938 <2.2 nucleus

N3982 <2.3 nucleus

N4062 <2.4 nucleus

N4369 <4.1 nucleus

N4448

51 W 12 12 25 50.5 28 52 24 1.7 146

<2.4 nucleus

3.5 E C )

N5350

51 W 14 13 51 04.7 40 39 22 3.4 -35

<2'.S nucleus

14.2 E (*)
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Table 4b. Point Sources - Group Galaxies continued

Survey
Galaxy Source a(1950)

Galactocentric
Coordinates flux Optical

6(1950) p » (roJy) Justification

N5676

SI W 16 14h31°03?2 1.6 10

«2.5 nucleus

4.7 S (*)

N5879

SI W 18 15 08 44.3 57 13 59 3.3 39

<9.6 nucleus

338.1 S (*)

$ N5905

N5908

<3.2 nucleus

<3.6 nucleus

L<

V:

Notes to Tables 4a and 4b

Identifications: G « galaxy iaage (fuzzy on Palonar prints)

S > stellar iaage (sharp on Paloaar prints)

E • eapty field

D * source within disk of galaxy observed

Q • identified quasar

(*) • one cut only; position uncertain

The expected maber of background sources at S GHz is very small(^ 0.5 per map;see Willis

and Hi ley, 193b). The chance that a 0 source would be contributed from this background

°'S X US gl ü g S E OSOUS angle sügeS Ey O
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Table 5». Extended Emission - Isolated Galaxies

Galaxy

N2684

N2712

Z0902+36

N3622

N3682

N4566

N5301

N5448

N5832

N5987

Z1549+47

N6012

Flux

1/2 diaaeter circle

<8.2

<8.2

11.5 * 2.5 (1)

<8.4

10.9 1 3.2 (2)

<9.2

<8.8

9.9 * 2.9

<292.9

<9.3

11.3 1 3.0 (1)

<5.6

Integral [aJy]
2.'4 diaaeter circle

<11.6

17.6 t 3.9

18.8 t 3.5 (1)

<11.9

<13.4

<12.9

<12.5

<11.9 (2)

«414.3

<13.2

17.7 • 4.2 (1)

<8.3

iif--
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Table 5b. Extended Emission - Group Galaxies

Flux Integral [aJy]
Galaxy 1.'2 diameter circle 2. '* diameter circle

N3003

N3067

N3245A

N3430

N3593

N3893

N3898

N3938

N3982

N4062

N4369

N4448

NS350

NS676

N5879

H5905

NS908

<7.9

<38.1

<7.7

<7.8

<5.S

25.9 ± 2.9

<9.2

<t.5

15.9 i 3.2

<8.0

<15.0

<7.7

<9.3

<10.0

<40.4

<13.4

«15.0

15.1 t 3.7

<53.9

15.5 i 3.6

<11.0

<7.7

41.1 t 4.1

<13.1

14.0 t 4.0

34.8 ±4.5

<11.4

<21.3

<10.9

<13.1

<14.2

<S7.2

<19.0

<21.3

Notes to Tables Sa and 5b

upper limits are 3o

errors on detections are lo

(1) Nuclear source subtracted

(2) Disk source subtracted.

&
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Table 6. Extended Radio Emission

s >

s <

10

10

1'.

mjy

•Jy

2 Circle

expected

observed
expected

HT s a ^ l e

3
2.4

8
8.6

x2- 0.0121

GG s«^>

2
2.6

10
9.4

I.'

2 .4 Circle
HT

X2 « 0.0191
GG

3
3.3
8
7.7

Table 7. Ireistrahluni Model*

4
3.7
8
8.3

H a m Teaperature

0.8 x 10S OK

1.0

1.5

2.0

5.0

Flux at 5 CHi

15.1 w3y

6.3

2.9

2.0

1.0

'Assuaes SC3500 %) - 0.2 mJy
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Figure 1: Number of true companion galaxies vs. the redshift of the

subject galaxy
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Pppendix P: Samples of Isolated Systems.

The aim of this appendix is to expand the discussion of

different samples of isolated galactic systems presented in part

II of Chapter VI. We enlarge on the criteria which selected these

samples and show what is the nature of the true companions which

we have detected in the vicinity of the proposed isolated

systems.

The KI and KP samples of isolated systems of galaxies were

selected among galaxies from the Zwicky catalog by inspecting the

prints of the PaIomar Sky Survey (PSS). The conditions required

for a single galaxy in order that it be considered isolated are

'defined as follows:

The angular diameter of the subject galaxy considered was

F)1. On area within 10*P1 of the galaxy was searched for other

galaxies. If no galaxy with angular diameter Pi,between 0.2S*P1

and 4.0*01 was found in this area,the subject galaxy was '•'.;

classified as isolated. I-

For the case of isolated pairs of galaxies (<P),the »r*» '

searched for possible companions was defined as a function of the [

diameters of the galaxies in the pair,01 and P2,the distance f_

between them X12,and the similar parameters for the possible i

companion,Ri,X1i and X2i. The soft criterion under which a pair <

was considered isolated was that no galaxy with a diameter r,

t ' 0.5#flKPi<4.0«fl1 and 0.5*P2<Ri<4.D*O2 would be found within a ^

f' distance X1i<5.0*[fli/R1J*X12 and X2i<5.0*CRi/R23*X12. :

I"1"
- The hard isolation criterion excluded pairs which were

selected by the soft criterion and which had companions with

it
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'A l>*
'•-.•' smaller angular diameters .between 0.25*m<Bi<0.50*fl1 or \

%\ 0.25*02<Pi<0.50*02,within the same search area.
: '•- The KI criterion selected 3.6 % of all Zwicky galaxies as
y isolated,whereas the percentage of pairs isolated under the soft

criterion (KP) was 1.9 % from among the same galaxies.

The other sample of isolated galaxies was selected by HT as

-; described in the body of Chapter VI. The brighter magnitude limit

"] of m<14.0 and the strict limits combined to choose only 12

•'.- objects (1.1 %) from the original Turner and Gott (1976) sample.

' The objection raised most often against the validity of the HT

selection is the arbitrary cutoff radius for companion search to

p.\ 45'. This limit is non-physical because,as shown in Table 1 of

' Chapter VI,the distances to the HT galaxies range between 7 Mpc

'\,, to 71 Mpc, causing the 45' search radius to vary from 92 kpc for

Ï' * the furthest galaxy to 0.93 Mpc for the closest. This is the

i • reason we decided to employ a standard search radius of 0.5 Mpc

v ' at the redshift of each galaxy,which implies a varying angular
'j* . size for the searched area.
'J'

The nature of the companions which were detected as

; described in Chapter VI for all samples (KI.KP and HT) is shown r ;

in Figure 1 as a histogram of their morphological types as |.;|

described in UGC (Nilsen, 1973). It is clear that the majority of *•''**'

systems have low surface brightness and are disk dominated,in

that their central condensations are weak. In Tables 1 and 2 the

companions are separated according to the redshift of their

t parent galaxies or systems. R heavy fraction ("90 %) of spirals

. and irregular galaxies appeer in the low redshift bins;this

r agrees with Tammen and Kraan (1976). This also indicates that in

' the) high redshift bin these low surface brightness companions are

missed,probably because of the selection effect in UGC egeinst



'"•H galaxy.

such galaxies.

The companions are,on average,more than 3 magnitudes fainter

than their parent system. The distribution of magnitude

differences between the companion and its parent system is shown

in Figure 2.

The differ«nce in radial velocities,in the same sense as

above,is shown in Figure 3. It averages to ~0 km/s .although

negative differences outnumber those which are positive by about

30 %. This does not confirm Rrp's (1362) finding that companions

in small systems tend to have higher redshifts than their parent

References.

flrp.H.C. 1382, Rp.J. 256,54.

Nil son,P. 1373,Uppsala Rstr.Obs.Rnn. no.6 (UGC)

Tamman,6.R. and Kraan,R. 1978,IPU Symp. 73,p71.

Turner,E. and 6ott III,R. 1376,flp.J.Soppl. 32,403.

Figure captions.

Figure 1: The nature of the detected companions.

Figure 2: Difference in magnitude between the companion and

its parent system.

Figure 3: Difference in radial velocity between the

companion and its parent system.
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r i Table 1: Nature of Companion Galaxies

Redshift of
parent galaxy

v < 500 ka s"1

500 ï v < 1000

1000 ï v < 1500

v > 1500

Early types
CE and SO)

Late types
(Sl,S2,S3,DSp,Frr,DIrr)

26

26

13

12

1 ?•

W;

f.
Redshift of
parent galaxy

Table 2: Nature of Companion Galaxies

v < 1000 ka

v > 1000

Bulge doainatod
CE,SO,S1,S2J

13 (21%)

24 (60%)

Disk doainated
CS3,Irr, DIrr, DSy)

48 (79%)

16 (40%)

ÏXi
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ChapteiVlI: Ultraviolet SpectTOphotomctry of Isolated Galaxies

N. Brosch, J. Mayo Greenberg, J. Rahe and G. Shaviv

Paper submitted to AstTonony and Astrophysics

i

ABSTRACT

We have obtained u l t rav io l e t spectrophotometry of f ive i so la ted galaxies

with the IUE which confirms the existence of the u l trav io le t excesses f i r s t

found by UBV photometry. Observations from the opt ical part of the s p e c t r a

to the radio bands are combined with the u l trav io le t data to explain the j

nature of the UV excesses as the signature of a young s t e l l a r population

in addition to that normally observed i n nuclei of ga lax ies .

i.
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I. Introduction K-

Aaong more than 101* galaxies in the Zwicky catalog only 12 have been {£

classified as isolated by a criterion which requires them to be relatively ^

bright (a Ï 14.0} and to be more distant than 45' from any other galaxy ;.

brighter than 15.7 mag. These galaxies, first l isted by Huchra and Thuan •;-

> (1977,hereafter HT), are henceforth called HT galaxies.

r<
• i Brosch and Shaviv (1982 hereafter Paper I) have studied the HT galaxies -

with UBV photometry through different sized apertures. They found that

•''' the photometry through small apertures placed the galaxies in the region •

• • of the (U-B) vs. (B-V) diagram usually populated by nuclei of active

•'. galaxies, Seyfert (Sy) I and II , and N galaxies. Since no

:'i' reasonable mixture of co-eval stars could have reproduced the observed colors,

' ! Brosch and Shaviv proposed that the additional component contributing

j to the nuclear light emission could be non-stellar. This hypothesis was

strengthened when Balkowski and Chaaaraux (1981) found that most HT objects

showed an excess of neutral hydrogen as compared to a sample of field

objects. The existence of an excess of hydrogen could provide fuel for

any sort of energy producing mechanism in the nuclei, or could fuel an ,.

intense burst of star formation, or both.

Some galaxies with active nuclei show, in addition to ultraviolet f
f-excesses, an excess of near-infrared radiation. Because of this, Balzano >''-

and Weedaan (1981) have proposed that a l l galaxies with infrared color t

., (J-K) i 1.1 should show soa* sign of a non-thermal active source in their È*

nuclei. If the converse 'argument were also true, i t might be expected k

that galaxies which show signs of nuclear non-thermal activity would also . ;

have (J-W* 1.1 . However. Brosch and Isaacaan (198% hereafter Paper II) =":

found that none of the six HT galaxies they studied with JKL ph 'ometry [f.
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from UKIRT showed an infrared excess. The nuclear spectral energy distribu-

tions (sed) were found to resemble those of late K stars (or T Ï 3400 K

blackbodies).

Brosch and Kruin» (1983, hereafter Paper III) observed all HT galaxies,

together with a control sample of galaxies which are members of sparse

groups (not isolated in the given sense), with the Kesterbork radio inter-

feroaeter at X * 6cn. They found that only two HT objects contain compact

(5 5") nuclear radio sources, both having flux density levels of-SmJy

(5 10"29 erg s" 1» "2 Hz"1) .while the rest of the sample gave 3a upper

limits of only about 2 mJy. The lack of stronger nuclear radio fluxes

rules out those explanations of the UV excesses detected by the optical

photometry which invoke either the existence of synchrotron sources with

spectral indices steeper than » 0.2, or emission from thermal brensstrahlung

of optically thin, moderately hot (T . 101* K) gas.

At least two alternate explanations of the nuclear UV excesses have

not yet beer, tested. These are (a) thermal bremsstrahlung from hot gas

(T i 10s K), and (b) the existence, in the nuclei of isolated galaxies,

of very unbalanced stellar population Mixtures, like K and later type stars,

r
combined with Band e a r l i e r type stars (Paper I I ) . Both these explanations '; '
require the existence of s igni f icant contributions to the continuum spectrum V:\

o r:
in the satellite UV region (X ï 3000A). Hot gas would also be expected to show H

o
strong emission lines at resonance transitions (C IV X1550A among others). •
In this paper we report on observations of five nuclei of HT galaxies Y'

'i*
obtained with the spectrometers on the IUE spacecraft with the specific [• ;

purpose of diagnosing the ultraviolet excesses through spectrophotonetry. \
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II. Observations

Five isolated galaxies were observed in October 1982 with the

spectrometers of the IUE spacecraft in the low dispersion aode.

Sone properties of the observed objects are presented in Table 1.

A journal of the observations is given in Table 2.

Table 1: Observed Galaxies

de Vaucouleurs

T-type Aperture V B-V U-B EfB-VI a x b(blue) Distance

NGC 2684

Z0902+36

NGC 3622

NGC 3682

NGC 4566

0:

-3:

1

1?

2

22" 13.99 0.86 -0.37 0.02 o!9 x o!8 29 H>c

22 13.54 1.15 0.00 0.03 1.3 x 1.1 71

22 13.86 0.59 -0.39 0.00 1.3 X 0.5 15

15 13.55 0.73 -0.02 0.00 2.3 x 1.6 17

22 13.82 1.13 -0.19 0.00 1.2 x 0.8 54

Note to Table 1:A11 data from Brosch and Shaviv (1982) except blue diameters a x b

(fro» Nilson, 1973} and distances (fro» Brosch and Kruan, 1983).

Galaxy

Table 2: Log of Observations

Date Camera Iaage No. Exposure

NGC 2684

NGC 2684

Z0902+36

Z0902+36

NGC 3622

NGC 3622

NGC 3622

NGC 3682

NGC 3682

NGC 4566

IS

16

15

15

13

13

13

16

13

16

OCT
OCT

OCT

OCT

OCT

OCT

OCT

OCT

OCT

OCT

82

82

82

82

82

82

82

82

82

82

SWP
LWR

SUP

LWR

SHP

SUP

LNR

SMP

LWR

LNR

18295

14419

18294

14411

18270

18271

14400

18305

14401

14420

125 Bin.

100

120

120

60

60

120

100

73

86 .
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All spectra have been obtained through the large entrance

apertures of the spectrometers, with properties as listed in Table 3

(from Bohlin et a^., 1980 and Bianchi, Northover and Clavel, 1982).

Table 3: IDE Apertures

Spectroaeter Dimension Spectral width

'.'2(il.) X 11.3 t 1.0 ASKP

LWR 23.9(11.) X 18.0 t 1.8
10'.'3(tl.)

Solid angle

S.03(10"9)

steradians

5.19(10"9)

The apertures were centered on the exact optical positions of

the centers of the objects, given in Brosch (1982). These centers

are defined to be the locations of the brightest nuclear areas on

the glass copies of the Paloaar Sky Survey at the Leiden Observatory

and their use ensures that these ultraviolet observations cover the

saae regions as the UBV observations reported in Paper I and the IR

observations fro» Paper II. Moreover, as these positions were also

used to align the radio saps, the saae regions have been searched

for 6 ca continuua emission (Paper III).

We have attempted to obtain the long-wavelengths (LWR) and short-

wavelengths (SWP) spectra of the saae object consecutively during the

saae observing shift, while keeping the fine error sensor (FES) tracking
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the same guide star. This was done to minimize the danger of mismatching :y

the SWP and LWR spectra, by having the same region in the galaxy sampled -•,.:

by both spectrometers. Mismatching, probably due to imperfect centering : "

on exactly the same location, is apparent as a step in the flux density fv

level setting it n 1900 A, when tying SWP and LWR spectra of the

same galaxy obtained in different observing shifts. In most cases the ''•':;•

observed objects were visible on FES frames sampled at a teleoetry rate

of 1.2 kbit.
•j'

The spectra have been extracted from the ran- images by the VILSPA
:>•

•••• staff according to the normal procedures in use at the station at the

' >| time of the observations. The exposure levels are low and, in some

.A instances, the extraction of the spectra was performed on their nominal

•'j position on the detectors. In all instances, the extraction was performed

'•$• as for an extended source which fills the entrance apertures of the

•c spectrometers. The discussion which follows is based on the "abnet"

extracted spectra, which are absolutely calibrated spectrophotometrically

and have had the detector pedestal background subtracted. The abnet
o o

spectra have been rebinned to •»> 6 A SWP and t 9 A UfR by averaging every
5 pixels in the original spectra. Before that, pixels flagged by negative

epsilon values on our VILSPA guest observer tapes had been replaced by the
> - i

•'} average flux level of their 60 closest neighbors. The total number of

-.' pixels replaced in this manner was in all cases less than 5% of the total

;';:'; number of pixels in the spectrum.

i
13
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ft

III. Results

In this section we describe the spectra obtained in this observational

program. Two independently-obtained spectra of NGC 3622 (SWP 18270 and

SWP 18271} can be used to estimate the reality and recognizability of

spectral features. Both raw spectra are shown in Figure 1. Their SUB

and difference is displayed in Figure 2.
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Probably all line-resembling features apparent in these spectra are un- jS

.•• real. Some emission-like features are due to non-reproducing events in |v

one of the two frames. Notice, in particular, the apparent emission line *:~
o •

shortward of * 1600 A, due to a positive event in SWP 18271. Other line-

resembling features are clearly reproducible, for exanple, those at --•'

AA * 1270A*, 1490A*, 17S0A and 1810A, as well as the absorption at A * 1725°. All

these features show up at about the sane wavelength in the unbir.nedSKF spectra

of most of our objects, despite their widely different redshifts (Table 1).

We assign them to the spurious emission features identified in SWP exposures

of BL Lac objects and of empty sky by Hackney e_t a K (1982). As these

are the strongest "emission lines" in our spectra (outside the low sensitivity
o o

region of the IMR spectrometer, between t> 1900A and t> 2200K) we believe

that this indicates that the objects studied here do not show strong

intrinsic emission lines in the satellite UV region of the spectrum.

On the other hand,it appears that the HT galaxies do possess significant

continuum fluxes at ultraviolet wavelengths. Ke have selected spectral

segments free of obvious emission-, or absorption-like features and present

for these the relevant averaged flux density values, in the frame of reference >•}

of the observer, in Table 4.. We give there, along with the name of the (•'

object, the central wavelength of the spectral segment over which the flux ' 1

density levels were averaged, its spectral width, and the resulting ;',:

averaged flux density. The errors on the flux density values are formal 1 o 's

deviations of the individual values from their average. •$

'•1
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Table 4: Line-free Spectral Segments

Ac [A] A A [A] <fx> [lO"1* erg s"1 en"2 £"*]

1360

1624

2721

1299

1644

2614

132S

1618

2045

2685

1338

1573

1821

2687

233

17S

842

205

205

608

205

205

442

701

234

176

146

842

N4S66

2302

2877

608

374

0.316 ± 0.102

0.208 ± 0.133

0.295 ± 0.036

0.199 ± 0.241

-0.037 t 0.126

0.100 ± 0.043

1.044 ± 0.113

0.773 ± 0.170

0.643 ± 0.181

0.574 ± 0.113

0.558 ±0 .151

0.637 ± 0.270

0.671 ± 0.054

0.669 ± 0.127

0.210 ± 0.188

0.127 ± 0.160

I *

I

p-

X'.

I'
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We have chosen not to correct the spectra for wavelength-dependent

extinction either internal or external to the objects. The reason for

not doing this are (a) the low values of E(B-V) for these objects, due to

their relatively high galactic latitudes (Table 1), (b) the lack of a
o

prominent "2200A dip" in the LWR region, and (c) the finding that the

correction for extinction in the ultraviolet, at least in our galaxy,

cannot, with uniforn reliability, be derived froi optical-region data or

fro» the 2200A feature (Greenberg and Chlewicki, 1983). The final spectra

of all five objects are shown in Figure 3, fraaes a_ through £.
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Figure 3a UV spectrua of NGC 2684
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IV. Discussion

The new data presented here confirm the conclusions of Paper I that

the HT galaxies possess ultraviolet excesses. Their presence is indicated

in Figure 4, where the sed's are plotted for all the objects studied here.
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Figure 4 SED's of a l l five isolated galaxies
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To produce Figure 4 we used UV data from Table 4, optical values froa

Paper I, infrared photometry from Paper II, and radio data froa Paper III.

The optical and infrared photoaetry have been translated into flux density
' 'V.

,; values using the transformations given in Table IV of Johnson (1966), and

have been scaled to an equivalent aperture of diameter 17".6, equal in solid

angle to the IUE apertures. The scaling was done froa the photoaetry through

the nearest-sized aperture (14", 15" or 22" in diaaeter). The radio data

have been taken froa Tables 4a and Sa of Paper III. The amount of extended

^.'} 5 GHz emission has also been scaled to that which would have been collected in

: ; a circle of diameter 17".6. The scaling procedure assumes the absence of

f.^j strong gradients in the light distribution, between the circular aperture

*"-'] used for photometry and radio and the oval ones used for the ultraviolet

;',i spectrophotoaetry.

|;c: Figure 4 demonstrates that the ultraviolet excess shows up as a deviation

"; * of the sed froa the steep slope imposed in the blue by the optical-infrared

••:'. photometry. Note, far comparison, the behaviour at high frequencies of the

1jj sed for a 3400°K blackbody, found in Paper II to reproduce quite well the

;'/, infrared observations. The ultraviolet component is also visible in Figures 3a

':'r and 3e as a flat or even increasing continuu» level towards the short ,•

:\h wavelength end of the spectra. Note also that the contribution of cooler ; ';

; ;• sources, which assert themselves fully only at infrared wavelengths, is present ;\;-

.; in Figures 3d and possibly also 3e, as a rising continuu» level at wavelengths ^
,$ longer than t> 2900A. \

y.

li
I
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In Paper III it has been shown that if the ultraviolet excess radi-

ation detected with UBV photometry was due to thermal bremsstrahlung,

the absence of radio sources in the nuclei should imply high gas tempera-

tures (T £ 2 10s K) for optically thin (at 5GHz) gas, or high

emission measures for gas at lower temperatures. Another possibility,

also mentioned in Paper III, is an unconventional mixture of

stellar populations residing in the nuclei; this would automatically explain

the lack of strong radio emission.

We have shown that the five HT galaxies studied here do not possess

strong emission lines in the UV. On the other hand, a significant amount

of continuum radiation is present. This indicates that the component

detected at ultraviolet wavelengths is more probably due to an aggregate

of stars. We cannot fully rule out the possibility that extremely hot

gas is producing the flattish continuum, but note that the requirement of

high temperature should in this case be even more accute: to radiate

efficiently at t 1000A the gas temperature must be T $ 106 K! This

coronal-like gas would produce high excitation emission lines, which

we fail to detect.

Even though the early-type population in the nuclei produces a significant

level of continuum flux, it cannot consist of very early, very hot stars.

In Figures 5a and 5b we compare our spectra with those of early-type stars

published in the IUE Spectral Atlas (Wu e£ •!• • 1981). The IUE Atlas was

obtained at the same resolution as the spectra of the HT galaxies, and is there-

fore ideal for comparison purposes. Very early stars therein, dwarfs

earlier than 07 or supergiants earlier than BO. 5, show a very characteristic

and prominent absorption profile in C IV X1550A, as well as a wealth of
o

blanketing in the region XX 1400-1600A. For this reason we have limited

the comparison shown in Figure 5a to dwarfs later than 07. These have
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been chosen also for very low reddening (0.00 < E(B-V) < 0.07) and for

being «ostly primary MK standards. The corresponding flux density

distribution for HT galaxies have been plotted directly froa Table 4.
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A comparison of these two figures shows that the population dominating

in the satellite UV cannot be much earlier than about BO.

I

;.C-
The flux density values given in Table 4 and shown in Figure 5b demonstrate •' \

that in most cases the continuum does not rise very sharply towards Lyman a,whereas

stars of spectral type earlier than ̂  B5 (main sequence) show strong gradients •:
o

in their sed's towards «* 1000A. Norgaard-Nielsen and Kjaergaard (1981) used i- .
',.'.

photometry of stars through the photometric bands of the T01 ultraviolet ' :

observing satellite to synthesize the nuclear population in NGC 4472. The

photometry quoted in their paper can be used to roughly estimate the type of

stars making up the UV emitting component in the nuclei of the HT galaxies.

Two stellar population groups approximately fit the requirements imposed by the
observations, (a) globular cluster stars, i.e. objects on the horizontal branch,

or (b) main sequence B to A stars. The quality of our spectra, particularly
o o

in the extremely noisy region between t> 1900A and t 2200A due to the low

sensitivity of the LKR spectrometer is not sufficient to permit the synthesis of
o o

reliable TD1 magnitudes. This is because both the 1965A and 2365A bands

include this noisy region in the passband of the filters. We therefore

use the flux densities in the nearest feature-free spectral segments from

Table 4 and compare these to the TD1 flux densities. Main sequence stars

earlier than B2 can definitely be ruled out as main contributors to the r*/j

ultraviolet light in the nuclei of H T galaxies because they emit at least
O O :

4 times more energy at t 1560A than they do at * 2750A. On the other hand, <

stars of spectral type later than AS have no significant flux shorter than •

t 1700A. Horizontal branch globular cluster stars have, as mentioned above, f*;

flat continua in the IUE range. Note however that this result is ., ',

derived from the table of adopted fluxes from Norgaard-Nielsen and Kjaergaard

(1981) and originally from the ANS data on a single globular cluster (NGC 6752, 'A'

see van Albada et a l . , 1971). On the other hand, Cacciari et al. (1982) ;i

have shown that among the globular clusters in the Magellanic Clouds they <§

IV



have observed, at least one (SGC 1866) has a sed rising towards shorter wave

lengths.

The observation, that in »ost objects studied here, the flux appears to

rise towards the short wavelength end of the spectrun indicates to us that

a sixture containing horizontal branch stars probably does not reproduce

our data well. Therefore in the HT galaxies' nuclei the representative

population is that of aoderately early type stars along with the usual

component of evolved population of later types (K giants). We have plotted

in Figure 6 the flux density distribution of NGC 3622 and of n UMa (B4V,

"the star with the best known ultraviolet intensity distribution", Utaderhill

and Doazan, 1982, page 46). A similar trend is apparent, the rising

continuua towards shorter wavelengths. The gradient is snaller in NGC 3622,

but keep in Bind that there is probably also an older population present as

well. We require about 4 101* B4V stars like n UMa to be present in the sampling

aperture in order to reproduce the flux level of the I300A point in NGC 3622.

(NGC 9622)

Figure 6
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SED of o UMa and of NGC 3622 in the IUE range
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Early-type stars l ike n UHa contribute, in the V band region, only about 6% s.
o

of the flux density they emit at "v. 330OA. This implies tnat in the V band, the ir-

relative contribution of the nuclear early-type stars i s only of order 10*, |.
i

the rest of the light coming from the older population. In case this B-

population i s composed exclus ively of K giants, about 3 105 s tars would

be required in order to match the observed flux. For comparison, .Norgaard- >'

Nielsen and Kjaergaard (1981) modelled the observed fluxes of NGC 4472

with only 2% early-type s tars and i> 404 l ight from late-type g iants . For

a late-type component of purely main-sequence stars in NGC 3622, the required

} - proportion would be 2400 such objects for each B5V s tar . Note that in

}j Paper II we have suggested a similar mixture of s t a r s . These exercises

M in simple-minded s t e l l a r synthesis are indicative of the composition of the

h HT galaxies' nuclei.

:..-] The existence of an admixture of a moderately hot stellar.component in

these galactic nuclei may account for the presence of narrow emission lines in the

spectra (3500A to 7000A) of some of the objects studied here (J. Huchra, private

communication to N.B.). These spectra, which shall be reported in

a subsequent paper, are indicative of low excitation. In only one case

is [0 III] XS007A detected, while usually only Ha, [Nil] and [SIl] appear ,.,

in emission. Other nuclei show only absorption lines in the Balmer series, ;

again indicative of early-type stars. We can therefore conclude that even , J
o

though some ionizing flux (1 £ 912A) is available, the amount of photons

'j'i capable of twice ionizing oxygen atoms is probably severely limited. Thus \\

''0 again, stars earlier than spectral type B are ruled out. !

jt| An additional indication against the present birth of very massive stars : '

'p\ in the nuclei of isolated galaxies comes from the presence of excess neutral [ jhydrogen. If such objects were created in the star-foraing precesses, it is

probable that the supernova explosions which end their lives would have swept
I
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the HI out of the isolated galaxies (Bregnan, 1978). •

Finally we mention that in a nunber of instances star formation with the \

creation of massive stars being suppressed, has been suggested in the literature p?

for a number of objects (Fabian et_ al_., 1982). A similar situation may exist ;

in the nuclei of isolated galaxies, if the enhanced surface density of neutral 'y-

hydrogen (Balkowski and Chamaraux, 1981; Krumm and Shane, 1982) is reflected '

in an enhanced volume density of HI, p„. Then the Jeans mass for an isothermal if

sphere of gas, which is proportional to T (.
3/ 2P H-

1/ 2, where Tc is the gas >'

temperature and p„ its density, would be reduced relative to galactic conditions,

lowering the upper mass cutoff of the initial mass function (IMF). At the same

time, if the metallicity of the gas is low, the IMF could be biased towards

producing more massive stars than in gas with normal metallicity (Shields and

'I Tinsley, 1976; Silk, 1977). This may explain why essentially only the upper

main sequence is detected in the HT galaxies.

V. Conclusion

1. All five isolated HT galaxies observed with the IUE show significant

continuum flux in the ultraviolet without exhibiting prominent emission lines.

2. The UV flux shows a flat or slightly rising tendency towards shorter

wavelengths.

3. It appears that the most probable explanation is that we observe in all KT

objects a mixture of stellar populations, one older and peaking in the near-

IR (Paper II), and a second consisting essentially of moderately early-type

stars, probably not earlier than mid-8.

4. This hypothesis presents a challenge to galactic evolution theories.

Circumstantial support can be derived from the fact that no galactic wind

is observed and the galaxies contain significant amounts of neutral hydrogen.

I'

i
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Rppendix B: Isolated and Normal Galaxies in the Ultraviolet g;

In the previous chapter we attempted to explain the spectra ]'"-

of five galaxies isolated under the Huchra and Thuan (1977)

criterion,which were obtained with the IUE spectrometers. Here we •'-'

amplify on the reasons of not modelling the UV excess by

horizontal-branch (hereafter HB) stars and dwell briefly on

""(. characteristics of the UV spectrum of other,non-isolated,galaxies

ƒ. and on their subsequent interpretation.

-\\ Horizontal-branch stars have been proposed in the past as

/'I main contributors to the UV components detected in the spectra of

•J, some galaxies. While it is easier to accept, conceptually, the
Vtf'

!••: presence of a large population of HB stars in evolved,metal-poor

objects like globular clusters and possibly also nuclei of

i'| elliptical galaxies,the situation with respect to spiral galaxies

is much more complicated,as these galaxies have sufficient gas to

;•? sustain star formation processes (at least in their disks),and a

•i population of young stmrs could be expected to be present as

well. The problem of the interpretation of IUE spectra of

galaxies was recently reviewed by Capaccioli (1962),who showed

that as galaxies belong to later nod later morphological

types,the contribution to the spectral, energy distribution (sed)

in the satellite UV range increases.

We have found that at least for NBC 3322,the UV flux could

be produced by A 10 mid-B main sequence stars. If we attempt to

reproduce this flux with very blue HB stars (of equivalent

£.: effective temperature) we require many more such objects. fl

r horizontal-branch star of equivalent spectral type B5 has M "+2.3f-r
i.
i:
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mag.,while a similar main-sequence star has M ~-1.1 mag.

(Qllen,197E). Therefore almost 10 such blue HB stars would be

required to reproduce the detected fluxes. It does not seem

reasonable to expect such large numbers of HB stars in the inner

1.5 kpc of NGC 3622,because of the shortness of the blue HB phase

in the life of a star. This is of order 10 yrs (therefore the

fraction of stars expected to be at one time on the HB would be

e~
Time on horizontal branch

Hubble time
10

Thus if there are ~10 blue HB stars present,these would

have to be produced from a ~10 progenitor star total population.

This seems to be less plausible than the production of the UV

flux from a much smaller number of main-sequence stars.

The situation with respect to the synthesizing of model

sed's of galaxies in the satellite lit/ range is very confused, fl

good example is offered by the very different conclusions about

the composition of the bulge of M81 which have been reached by

Bruzual.Peimbert and Torres-Peimbert (1982,hereafter BPTP) and by

ElliSjGondhalekar and Efstathiou (1382,hereafter EGE),based on

similar,and sometimes identical,data.

BPTP found that their model of evolutionary synthesis

reproduced the observed spectrum in the optical region when more

than 6 10 yrs old and when dominated by G and K giants.

However,their model was deficient in UV light relative to the

observed spectrum. This feature reflected,in their opinion,the

lack of HB stars "which have not been included in the

evolutionary synthesis program". Therefore BPTP added some

contribution of HB stars to fit the continuum distribution of M61

between 13000 and 32500 (IUE range). Note that this procedure

becomes therefore a mixture of regular stellar synthesis with an
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evolutionary synthesis procedure.

EGE used their own IUE observations of M61 together with

some obtained by BPTP and with spectrophotometry in the visual

range. The observations were compared to an unconstrained stellar

synthesis model,which included only main-sequence,sub-giant and

giant stars. The synthesis procedure succeeded in reproducing the

'r^\ detected UV flux,which corresponded to the values found by

J; BPTP,with a small amount of B1-B3 main sequence stars. The use of

H^ more exotic radiative sources,Seyfert-1 ike or HB star-like,was
•• i

iv apparently not warranted.

; /' Such conflicting results on the same object,observed with

'f-'l the same instrument and even using partially the same data,are

.;/ indicative of the situation in the field of interpreting UV
•r^: observations of galaxies.

?.-;j Perhaps the way to follow should be that adopted by Welch

| '- (1982) to study the ultraviolet spectrum of the inner 50 pc of

I•'• M31. He collected more than 75 hours of observation with the IUE

|'f spacecraft to obtain excellent signal to noise ratios in the

.: combined spectra,which therefore could be used to detect

• ; absorption lines. The existence of only weak absorptions near

13000 demonstrated,according to Welch,that the UV-contributing

, '.] component in the nucleus of M31 is a population of horizontal-

j branch stars. Note also that the field HB star FdB.the bluest HB

- \ star observed by Huenemoerder.de Boer and Code (1982) and which

-*;-! Welch found to be most like in sed to his observations of the

fej nucleus of M31,may have peculiar abundances (Greenstein and

f' Sargent,1974) and thus may not be representative of blue HB stars

;V, in general.

Concluding,only with much better S/N in UV spectra could

metalIicities be derived in nuclei of galaxies,and a proper
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comparison with stellar templates be attempted. The question of

the origin of the UV upturn in the spectra of many normal

galaxies,as well as in the case of isolated galaxies,can be

explained easier by assuming the presence of young stars,rather

than that of HB objects.
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Chapter VIII : additional Observational Data and

Overview of the Thesis

1.Review of previous chapters

We have studied in this thesis a sample of isolated galaxies

selected by Huchra and ThuanC1977,hereafter HT). Rfter showing in

Chapter III that the photometer of the Wise Observatory can be

used for UBV measurements of stars and galaxies,we described in

Chapter IV a set of such measurements.performed on these isolated

galaxies through entrance apertures of different sizes.and

transformed to the standard UBV system. This isiultiaperture

photometry showed that the inner regions of the HT galaxies

resemble those of galaxies with active nuclei in that they reside

in the same region of the (U-B) vs. (B-V) diagram. This was taken

to indicate the presence,in these inner regions,of mn ultraviolet

excess with respect to the spectral energy distribution (sed) of

non-isolated galaxies of similar morphological type.

Chapter V described a series of observations in the near- ...

infrared bands JKL performed at the UKIRT tclcscope.on six H

galaxies of the HT sample. These were multiaperture photometry I

measurements as well.and showed that the nuclei of HT galaxies do \j

not exhibit infrared excesses,but rather that their sed's L

resemble those of late-K stars,or that of "3400K blackboo'ies. We [»

found that the location of the nuclei of the six studied galaxies p

in the (U-B) vs. (V-K) diagram is best represented by the model .

of a burst of star formation taking place therein • dominant !'J

(>991 of the mass) old stellar population. The infared •?:

observations ruled out explanations of the ultraviolet excess as }A

originating from synchrotron spectra of indices higher than

-0.6.
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Flatter spectral indices ,0.6 > 0( > 0.2, were ruled out as

possible explanation in Chapter VI,as a result of a search for

compact radio sources in the nuclei of HT galaxies. We found that

at 5 GHz there is no difference between the isolated galaxies and

a comparison sample of galaxies members of sparse groups. The

lack of nuclear radio sources ruled out a possible explanation of

the ultraviolet excess as being produced by thermal

bremsstrahlung from moderately hot gas,unless the radio emission i f ;

at 6 cm was self-absorbed. This,however,would have implied large

emission measures for the entire central regions of HT galaxies.

Finally,Chapter VII presented the results of ultraviolet

spectrophotometry carried out with the IUE spacecraft on five HT

galaxies. This demonstrated the all galaxies observed show no

strong emission lines in the satellite UV spectral range,aI though

significant continuum fluxes are present. The lack of strong UV

•mission lines,as well as the approximately flat continuum,ruled

out the possible explanation of the ultraviolet excesses which

involved bremsstrahlung radiation from hot (T ~ 10 K) gas. P

possibility,which was found to accornodat^ all observational

constraints obtained to date,was that in all nuclei of isolated

galaxies there reside two distinct stellar population groups,one

older and typical of inner regions of most galaxies,and the other

relatively young,but having no stars earlier than about mid-B

(i.e. with T ~ 2 10*10. In this chapter we present some

additional data collected from the literature or communicated to

us privately without ever having been published,and attempt to

merge all the observationally derived constraints in a coherent

picture.

2.Neutral hydrogen.
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- We have mentioned before that a homogeneous body of 21 cm

; line measurements of the HT galaxies has been produced by

j Balkowski and Chamaraux (1361.hereafter BC). Their data have been

' obtained with the Nancay radiotelescope.with a beam of half-power

dimensions (Rfl x DEC) 4'x22'. In general,the use of a fan-shaped

'~:~: beam can lead to severe confusion problems,however, the nature of

;„ the HT sample is such that the major galaxy nearest to any HT

object is more distant than the beam size.

i_»' We have adapted the BC values for M H ,the total mass of

I. neutral hydrogen contained in each HT galaxy,after rescaling the

' published figures from a Hubble constant of SO km/s/Mpc,as used

by BC,to 100 km/s/Mpc. Other M H values for some HT objects have

been published by different observers (Table 1) and,after being

transformed to the same Hubble constant (Ho*100 km/s/Mpc),can be

compared to the BC results. We find that in general,the BC values

are higher than the other figures. The maximum discrepancy,where

. '• MH for NGC 5448 given by BC is 2.7 times higher than that given

» by Bottinelli.Gouguenheim and Paturel (1380),is disquieting,because
fa

, both groups used the same radiotelescope. However,NGC 5448 is

'•- • quite large and elongated in the East-West direction

(a.4'.3,b«2'.0,Pn«115* ;Nilson,1973). In order to obtain the

' ' integrated hydrogen content,BC have combined three Nancay

profiles,one centered on the optical image and the other two

V; shifted 4'E and 4'W. Bottinelli and her collaborators did not

; take the same precaution ; this might explain the large

i'. discrepancy as flux at large distances from the optical center of
% • • ' '

>, • the galaxy,which is missed by observing a single location.

*•'.' P similar explanation probably accounts for the 1.3 times

\ ' factor between the H H value of BC for NGC 5301 and the value

; obtained by Krumm and Shane (1962). Krumm and Shane observed this
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galaxy with the synthesis radiotelescope of Westerbork,with a

shortest interferometer spacing of 7?m;such an observation misses

all flux contributions from very extended (>10') HI

..; distributions.

w.: The comparison sample of non-isolated galaxies (in the HT

' ' sense) consists of the selection of group galaxies put forward in

;-• Chapter VI and called here GG galaxies. We have collected data

from the literature to calculate their total content of neutral

\ hydrogen at the distances R given in Table 1b of Chapter VI.

•> These M values were calculated usually from the published values

: of the flux density integral over the HI line, ( 5 dv ,in

,f rom

dv

, The total neutral hydrogen content of NGC 5350 given by

' Bottinelli.Gouguenheim and Paturel (1962) was transformed from a

r, Hubble constant of 81.2 km/s/Mpc as used by the authors to H0«1CH

'; km/s/Mpc.

' ' P convenient mmy to compare the hydrogen content of the two
i

samples is via a correlation found by Biovanelli (1961) between

the total neutral hydrogen content of a galaxy and its blue UGC r>

(Nilson,1973) diameter,expressed in kpc.D. The relevant data for

testing this correlation are presented in Table 2 and shown in

;•• Figure 1. The 66 sample shows a tight correlation (r«0.94)

; between the two parameters,of the form MH " D
1'",while the HT

I'
5 galaxies appear to have consistently larger MH values for their
%,
§ optical diameters,or to be undersized for their HI content. P
| single HT galaxy (NGC 5887) falls below the line defined by the

h 66 sample. This relatively la.-ge galaxy (a-5'.1,b-V .8,PR>16S*

; ,Nitson,1973) has been measured by BC with only one Nancay

: position,and probably some HI flux has been missed. Otherwise,the
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rcst of the points representing HT galaxies are generally above

this line,with maximum deviations of about one order of magnitude

for NGC 2684 and NGC 3622.

This difference between HT and GG galaxies shows that the

isolated galaxies are hydrogen-rich in comparison with non-

isolated objects. We can rule out the possibility that the HT

galaxies are undersized in comparison with the GG sample because

we found no difference between the two groups when testing for a

correlation between physical diameters (in kpc) and absolute blue

magnitudes. The lack of differences indicates that the HT

galaxies are not undersized for their absolute magnitudes with

respect to the GG objects,thus the conclusion that they mrm

richer in hydrogen.

3.Overview of observational constraints on isolated galaxies

In Chapter VII we concluded that the observational

properties of isolated galaxies are best explained by having

recent star formation taking place in their nuclei,with the

formation of massive stars therein being suppressed. Pnother

possibility,not tested in that chapter but which was raised in

Chapter VI,was that of thermal bremsstrahlung from moderately hot

(a few 10 K) gas with high emission measures. Such gas should

behave as a collection of planetary nebulae or hot spot H II

regions. Under the assumption that the UV excess is produced by

thermal bremsstrahlung from ~ 10 K gas we should therefore

expect strong optical emission lines from all HT objects.possibly

of higher excitation than those reported for the GG objects.

We have collected from the literature the characteristics of

the optical spectra (35008 to 7000R) of HT and GG galaxies,and
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'::) checked these for presence or absence of emission lines. The raw

; i information is given in Table 3 and the relative frequency of

: ; reported emission in both groups is shown in Table A. It is clear

•y' that there is no prominent difference between the HT and GG

galaxies in this aspect. This is in contrast to the statement by

--• Balick and Heekman (1S82) that emission-line galaxies are more

frequent in groups. Note also that in only one isolated galaxy

>"• was C O I I I ] detected (NSC 3622),and that many HT galaxies show

.;_ only absorption lines. Thus we conclude that thermal

l\ bremsstrahlung can be ruled out as a main contributor to the

" ultraviolet excess.

;' The two prominent differences between isolated and non-

: isolated,but non-cluster.galaxies are then the nuclear UV

h excesses of HT galaxies,and their excess of HI. We have explained

[., the first as being the signature of relatively young,but not very

" massive stars,being formed in the nuclei.

There are at least two reasons why nuclear star formation

:• could be expected to take place in isolated galaxies. The first

is due to the shape of their mass distribution profiles,the /.

\\ second to their hydrogen richness.

It is widely accepted that in most galaxies the luminous

matter is only a relatively small fraction of their total mass.

Most galaxies arc believed to have massive dark halos,whose

composition is still a controversial issue. We have reasons to

believe that isolated galaxies have heavy halos as well. This is

because as explained in Chapter I,halo material may be torn off

the non-isolated galaxies as a result of close tidal

interactions. This would not have occured for isolated objects.

Moreover,the mapping of HI in two HT galaxies (Krumm and

Shane,1982) showed that their rotation curves are still rising
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or,at most,are flat at the outermost measured point. This is

usually taken to indicate the presence of heavy halos.

N-body simulations of tidally interacting galaxies

(Dekel,Lecar and Shaham,1960) showed that the mass profile of

such objects is shallower than that chosen initially. In other j:'

••>! words, tidal interactions flatten the central gravitational hv

. ] potential wells of galaxies,and while those of isolated galaxies iv.

''"] are steep, those of non-isolated objects are shallower. This may |J

• .,; ease radial inflow of gas to the central regions,as well as j',:

f\' hinder star formation in the outer parts of these galaxies,due to

:'; the tidal force of the more concentrated mass distribution.
? h %

i>'. The second reason for nuclear star formation deals with the / ,

Ï'' ' '
: !j amount of HI found in isolated galaxies. It has been shown that
'•'•••': these galaxies are richer in gas than the galaxies in sparse
V".1

|« groups. Enhanced total hydrogen content implies higher surface
\
'ir density of HI,and probably higher volume density of gas as

t\\ well,when compared to the non-isolated galaxies. The high density

• increases the viscosity of the gas in the disk,causing j-

''. redistribution of its angular momentum with the same end result <ri
:'.•• as before - a radial inflow of gas. '-:)
'• We should still explain the richness of neutral hydrogen of f\i

$
.: isolated galaxies. Larson,Tinsley and Caldwell (1980) showed that ;- ;

';• i the gas consumption by star formation in disk galaxies causes \''>

fê severe depletion of gas in less than 2 10 yrs (Ho * 100 \*.

km/s/Mpc). Therefore they suggested that the gas reservoirs of \\

spiral galaxies are replenished from outside the galaxy,either '•{',u
from tidally extracted streams or from extended envelopes of U
peripheral gas left over from the galaxy formation process,or by 'M

I
accretion of small ,gas-rich companion galaxies. '|

It is not clear to what extent can these possibilities be

:!
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discounted in the case of isolated galaxies. The two HT galaxies -•;

observed by Krumm and Shane (1962) showed no extended HI -, '\.

envelopes,although in one case (NGC 5301) some 201 more 21 cm 'Y

flux was recovered from areas which were considered at first to

contain only noise. The second galaxy studied by them,NGC

2712,showed five not very reliable gas clouds at large distances

from its main body. P confirming observation is clearly needed in

this case.

If replenishing from outside the galaxy can be ruled

£ out,then,in order for the HT galaxies to survive as such,with

|] visible spiral patterns,they should cither form fewer stars per

unit mass than the non-isolated galaxies (i.e. have a slower star

formation rate*5FR),or to be created Later in the evolution of

the Universe. It could be argued that if the isolated galaxies

are young,they should be metal-poor,and this is not the case.

[The metallicity of some HT galaxies is no less than 0.3 of the

solar value ; R.Terlevich,private communication].

However,scenarios of disk-spheroid formation in spiral galaxies

have the material which reaches the disk already enriched to "1/2

of its final observed value (Ostriker and Thuan,1975),thus the

presence of metals does not rule out the possibility that the HT
'41

galaxies are young and their disks have formed only recently.

We can readily, envisage why star formation could generally

be slower for isolated galaxies,if we consider the converse

argument presented to explain the enhanced activity of

interacting galaxies. Larson and Tinsley (1378) showed that

galaxy-wide bursts of star formation may be caused by the effects

,, of close tidal interactions or collisions between galaxies. By

|; this they accounted for the colors of most peculiar galaxies

'•'• selected by Prp,while stronger bursts of star formation were



inferred for galaxies in distorted pairs.often with bridges or ( ,'

tails,or in apparently single systems with tails and filamentary

streamers. Such features have been predicted,in cases of strong f£

tidal deformation and of recent mergers,by dynamical models for I

colliding galaxies (Toomre.1977). V

Therefore it appears that violent dynamical interactions f:.'

lead to an enhanced SFR, and presumably the lack of such V

'ft\ ;x

•T\ interactions in the case of isolated galaxies should imply the •-.
- f

reduction of the SFR. This has to be combined ,for the case of <;-;-the isolated galaxics.with the inhibition of star formation at

large galactic radii by tidal pull from the concentrated mass

ƒ.' distribution which was mentioned above,and with the possible
'•(, I;
./j lowering of the upper mass cutoff in the initial mass function |
v-

f' (IMF) due to the increased gas density in HT galaxies,as

'{(: mentioned in Chapter VII. The last factor will also affect the

••'I formation of stars,because some of it is triggered by supernova

?:> explosions (e.g. Elmegreen and Lada, 1977) ,and the number of such

- events will be greatly reduced in a stellar population which is

j.',' limited to stars of "5 r\̂  or smaller. Note that even in such a

[') restricted population some supernovae will occur (of type I j

"; Tins ley,1360). fi reduction of the SFR by about fivefold would

.. suffice to keep the isolated galaxies forming stars for about one
Y Hubble time,or even longer.

pi-
ü 4.Conclusions and suggestions for further study

We have shown that the isolated galaxies differ from non- |;

isolated,but non-cluster objects by having excess blue-

| ultraviolet light in their inner regions and by being richer in

neutral hydrogen. The first difference was interpreted as j

indicating that some star formation,limited to stars of ~S M o
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:•.' and smaller,is taking place in the central parts of isolated

!"'. galaxies. It is conceivable that this limitation is imposed by

< ' the lowering of tht Jeans'mass brought about by the enhanced

• •' density of neutral gas.

.-.' We are not sure of the proper explanation of the

, overabundance of HI. This could be the result of slower star

/*" formation in the isolated galaxies,or,if the SFR there is
•fi-

.) comparable to that of non-isolated galaxies, the outcome of the
''-
'~\ replenishment of the galactic reservoirs of gas from resources

> situated outside the galaxies. These could take the form of very

•' extended and very diffuse gaseous envelopes,or could consist in

,'] some smal I,but gas-rich,faint companion galaxies,which are

y\ accreted,from time to time,by the isolated galaxies.

V There are a number of observational tests which should be

performed. The multiaperture photometry should be extended to the

GG sample and done also with a different telescope-photometer

combination,to verify the reality of this difference between HT

and GG galaxies. R more sensitive search for compact nuclear f •',

ï.-'i radio sources should be undertaken. With lower detection limits

*;; more sources will be found. It has recently been found with the

I- VLR that NGC 2712 has a compact nuclear source of "1.5 mJy at

/-1 5 GHz CR.Isaacman,private communication),fainter than our upper

sjg limit. More HI maps of isolated galaxies should be produced,with

the highest sensitivity and angular resolution achievable. These

will be useful in searches for companions and extended

envelopes,as well as for studies of the inner dynamics of these

galaxies in conjunction with long slit,high resolution,optical

spectra. Finally,extending the observations to the UV with more

and better IUE spectrophotometry,combined with optical

spectrophotometry,should result in good metallicity estimates as

I'••;

A
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wctl as a good data base for a stellar synthesis program as done

by Bruzual (1381).

It is to ba hoped that these additional observations will

shed more light on the nature of the isolated galaxies,and on

their relation to similar,but non-isolated,objects.

li

I;
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Figure caption.

Figure 1 : The total hydrogen mass vs. the physical diameter

expressed in fcpe. Isolated galaxies mrm represented by squ*rms

while non-isolated,group galaxies are represented by circles.
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NGC 5448

T«ble 1: Comparison of ̂  values

Galaxy

NGC 2712

NGC 5301

M

1

2

k {BC)

.3 109 M#

.5 109

M

1

2

1

„ (other)
n

.1 109 M # Ki

.1 109 Bi

.7 109 Ki

6.1 109 2.3 109

Source

Kruaa and Shane, 1982

Balkowski, 1973

I M and Shane, 1982

Bottinelli et.al... 1980
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Table 2: Total hydrogen content vs. optical diameter

Galaxy log Mjj log D Reference for F

N 2684»

N 2712*

N 3003

N 3067

N 3430

N 3593

N 3622*

N 3893

N 3898

N 3938

N 4062

N 4369

N 4566*

N 5301*

N 5350

N 5448*

N 5676

N 5832*

N 5879

N 5905

N 5908

N 5987*

N 6012*

9.46

9.20

9.58

8.73

9.40

7.81

8.84

9.28

9.17

9.21

8.42

8.30

9.74

9.38

9.47

9.78

9.68

8.52

8.88

10.15

9.77

9.68

9.25

0.94

1.26

1.39

0.98

1.32

0.97

0.70

1.12

1.09

1.11

1.03

0.87

1.27

1.26

1.36

1.40

1.39

0.68

1.03

1.67

1.46

1.65

1.05

BC

KSh

P
KS80

DR

KS79

BC

S

DR

S

DR

BC

BC

BC

BGP

BC

S

BC

S

VM

VM

BC

BC

b >
"'•è
f%

Note to Table 2: Isolated galaxies have been Marked with an asterix

afttr their naae

I*.

• i
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References to Table 2

BC * Balkowski and Chanaraux, 1981

BGP * Bottinelli, Gouguenheia and Paturel, 1982

DR « Dickel and Rood, 1978

KSh » Krunm and Shane, 1982

'•jfl ^79 - Kruim and Salpeter, 1979

.̂'j KS8O * Krujna and Salpeter, 1980
'Si:.
re P » Peterson, 1979

I
%

Ï

S • Shostak, 1978

VM • van Moorsel, 1982
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Table 3:

Galaxy

Characteristics of optical spectrum

Character of spectrum Reference

N 2684* Emission: Ha, H6, [Nil] JH

N 2712* Emission: Ha, [NIl],[SIl] JH

Z0902+36* No Mission JH

N 3003 Emission H56

K 3067 Emission H56

N 3245A No observation

N 3430 Emission H56

N 3S93 Emission H56

N 3622* Emission: Ha, He, Hy, [Nil] , [sil] ,[0IIl] JH

N 3682* Emission: Ha,[NIl], [Sllj JH

N 3893 Emission: Ha, [Nil] JH

N 3893 Emission H56

N 3938 Emission F71

N 3982 Emission: Ha,[Nil],[OIIl] JH

N 4062 Emission: Ha S

N 4369 Emission CR72

N 4448 Emission H56

N 4S66* Absorption CR72

N 5301* Emission: Ha, [Nil] S

N 5350 Emission: Ha,[Nil] JH

N 5448* Emission H56

N 5676 Emission: Ha,[NIl] S

N 5832* Emission B71

N 5879 Emission: Ha, [Nil] S

N 5905 Emission: Ha.HB, [Nil], [SIl] JH

N 5906 Absorption S77

N 5987* Absorption JH

Z1549+47* Emission: Ha,[NIl] JH

N 6012* No observation

NOt* to Table 3: Isolated galaxies have been marked with an asterix

after their name.
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tl S ' Stauffer, 1983

"7

• .] Table 4; Emission Presence

1
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References to Table 3: '{/

871 » Burbidge et. a^., 1971 ''&

CR72 « Chincarini and Rood, 1972 '

F71 - Ford e£ al.., 1971 }^

H56 - Hudson et al̂ ., 1956

JH « J. Huchra, private coaaunication "-"

S77 - Sandage, 1977 ';

Eaistion Ko Emission

HT 8 (73%) 3 (27%)

GG 12 (75%) 4 (25%)
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Samenvatting :.r-
f'

In dit proefschrift hebben we een aantal melkwegstelsels V,

bestudeerd. Deze melkwegstelsels zijn de helderste die zich op 'f.-

zeer grote afstand van soortgelijke heldere melkwegstelsels be-

•v vinden en vormen vermoedelijk een representatieve selectie van '•'•],

7'! echt geïsoleerde objecten. Toen we met dit project begonnen '•

-r'\ verwachtten we dat deze stelsels minder tekenen van stervorming ".'
'.> L

:'. zouden vertonen dan niet geisoleerde spiraalstelsels , dit op

'y grond van het idee dat stervormingsprocessen op gang gebracht

": kunnen worden door nauwe passages van melkwegstelsels , hetgeen

;'?•.• in gebieden met een hoge melkwegdichtheid waarschijnlijker is.

• Tot onze grote verrassing ontdekten we dat de centrale

':-•• gebieden van deze geisoleerde stelsels veel blauwer bleken dan

'• ,- verwacht; in feite is hun plaats in het (U-B) ; (B-V) diagram

* • identiek aan die van Seyfert en N-stelse'.s. UBV fotometrie alleen

'• . is niet voldoende om de aard van de centrale gebieden te karak-

V teriseren. In het bijzonder vermoeden we enige verwantschap tus-

sen deze geisoleerde stelsels en de eerder genoemde actieve

stelsels.mogelik in de vorm van niet-termische processen in de

kernen. Daarom besloten we het frequentiebereik van onze gege-

vensbank uit te breiden naar zowel langere als kortere golflengtes.

We verrichtten nabij-infrarood fotometrie met verschillende

diafragmas op 50 % van de stelsels uit de selectie. Uit de resul-

taten leidden we af dat de voornaamste bijdrage in het nabij-

; • infrarood wordt geproduceerd door een oude geëvolueerde populatie

en konden,wat de kernen betreft , steile machtsspectra uitsluiten

voor iedere niet-termische bron evenals de aanwezigheid van stof

met een hoge temperatuur.

Met behulp van de Westerbork radio-interferometer bestu-
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deeren we de geselecteerde geisoleerde stelsels ook op 6 cm, ;
'i

tezamen met een controlegroep van stelsels die in kleine groepen >

voorkomen. We vonden dat selectie en controlegroep veel op elkaar T
' .V

leken en constateerden tevens dat modellen van niet-thermische \.

bronnen met spectraal-indices steiler dan 0.2 tussen het optisch -

gebied en 6 cm uitgesloten konden worden evenals ieder model voor \--,

thermische Bremsstrahlung gebaseerd op matige temperaturen en ,'

dichtheden. £-i-

Sommige kernen van geisoleerde stelsels zijn ook waargenomen

m.b.v. de IDE satelliet spectrometer , waardoor het spectraal

gebied werd uitgebreid tot nabij Lyman c< . We verkregen daardoor

voor enkele leden uit de selectie van geisoleerde stelsels gege-

vens over meer dan vijf decaden van het spectrum. De ultraviolet

spectra gaven significante continuum fluxen te zien die het best

toegeschreven kunnen worden aan populaties van jonge sterren.

Tenslotte gebruikten we gegevens verkregen uit publicaties

en persoonlijke contacten om aan te tonen dat geisoleerde

mclkwcgstclsels een verhoogde oppervlaktedichtheid van neutraal

;' waterstof bezitten vergeleken met een selectie van niet

f' geïsoleerde stelsels.

Echter , we hebben aangetoond dat er enige activiteit^

waarschijnlijk stervorming van sterren kleiner dan 5 MQ,plaats

vindt in de kernen van geisoleerde stelsels. De relatief grotere

" .; hoeveelheid neutrale waterstof in de geïsoleerde stelsels ten

• : opzichte van de niet-geisolcerde zou zijn oorz.iak kunnen vinden

s" in vertraagde sterformatie , in accretie van gas afkomstig van

;. biuten deze stelsels , of in «en latere totstandkoming van de

\ stelsels. Er zijn suggesties gedaan voor nadere waarnemingen om

de verschillen tussen geïsoleerde en niet-geisoleerde stelsels

beter te kunnen begrijpen.
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Curriculum Vita* C:

I am a mambar of th« Natharlandf Rstronomcrs'Club > of tha

}•

I imnigratad to Israel in 1963 and completed my high school |_

studies in 1966. Rfter performing my military service , I studied i"

Physics at tha Tal fiviv University and was awardad a BSc dagraa k

in 197S and a MSc in 1977. For my Masters thesis I studied the 1'
i,'

spectrum of a Be star. Rt my request,the Minister of Education h
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1. Een verbeterde werkzame definitie van waarlijk geïsoleerde melkweg- '•'•i

stelsels, een goed uitgekozen sample van geïsoleerde melkwegstelsels dat

zowel het noordelijk als zuidelijk halfrond omvat, en de intensieve waar- '"';

neming hiervan over een groot spectraalbereik, kan een beter inzicht ge-

ven in de processen van vorming en evolutie van melkwegstelsels. ' '

J',
2. De aanduiding van het sample melkwegstelsels door Huchra en Thuan ..

(1977,Ap.J. 216,694) als zijnde geïsoleerde melkwegstelsels is niet ge-

rechtvaardigd.

3. De komst van de CCD en de MCF-CCD detectoren heeft niet alle proble-

men opgelost die intrinsiek zijn aan de tweedimensionale fotometrie.

4. Het bedienen van waarneeminstrumenten op afstand (remote observing),

zowel gebruik makend van verafgelegen grondstations als van telescopen in

de ruimte, verhoogt de efficiency van de waarnemers zonder het gevoel van

avontuur en verwondering weg te nemen dat zo karakteristiek is voor de

klassieke sterrenkunde.

5. Het samenvoegen van plausibele stellingen uit verschillende bronnen,

die betrekking hebben op hetzelfde onderwerp, kan soms leiden tot absurde

gevolgtrekkingen. Een voorbeeld is "Cogito, ergo sum", wat samen met

"Ergo sum, ergo Mundus est" resulteert in "Cogito, ergo Mundus est"!

G.Chincarini, motto bij zijn verzameling colleges op de III Escola

de Cosmologia e Gravitacao, aan het Centro Brasileiro de Pesquidas Fi-

sicas, Rio de Janeiro, Feb.1982.

6. Arakelyan en Magtesyan (1981,Astrophysics r7,18) vonden dat geïsoleerde

melkwegstelsels een kleinere gemiddelde oppervlakte helderheid in het

blauw hebben dan melkwegstelsels in geïsoleerde paren. Hij hebben deze

eigenschap getest in de samples van geïsoleerde en niet-gelsoleerde melk-

wegstelsels, en vonden tussen hen geen significant verschil. Dit werk

moet worden voortgezet om te zien of er enige waarneembare verschillen |

zijn tussen melkwegstelsels in geïsoleerde paren en melkwegstelsels die

weliswaar verspreid zijn, maar in groepen bij elkaar horen.
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7. Er zijn tot op heden slechts zeer weinig wolken van gas gevonden, die

ver verwijderd zijn van heldere melkwegstelsels (Schneider,Helou,Salpeter

en Terzian,1983 preprint). Het zoeken hiernaar heeft waarschijnlijk meer

succes wanneer gezocht wordt in de leegten tussen clusters van melkwegstel-

sels.

8. De vraag naar de waarschijnlijkheid van het voorkomen van intelligent

leven in het Heelal kan niet op een wetenschappelijke wijze beantwoord

worden, omdat alle conclusies over dit onderwerp gebaseerd zijn op de

statistiek van één gebeurtenis(nanelijk het leven op Aarde). Er zijn meer

voorbeelden van intelligent leven vereist alsmede betere definities van

de begrippen "leven" en "intelligentie". Hiertoe dient een uitbreiding

van het SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) programma te

worden aangemoedigd.

9. Commissies die belast zijn met het evalueren van voorstellen voor waar-

neemtijd dienen het hanteren van niet-wetenschappelijke maatstaven naast de

wetenschappelijke, bij het beoordelen van voorstellen er. bij het toewijzen

van tijd op grote instrumenten, te vermijden.

10. Er is weinig hoop op vrede in het Midden-Oosten, zolang de Palestijnse

Arabieren zich vereenzelvigen met de beginselen zoals die worden uiteen-

gezet in het Palestijne Nationale Handvest:

"Palestine is the homeland of the Palestinian arab people (Art.l);

Armed struggle is the only way to liberate Palestine. Thus it is the over-

all strategy, not merely a tactical phase (Art.4); The liberation of

Palestine...aims at the elimination of Zionism in Palestine (Art.IS);

The partition of Palestine in 1947 and the establishment of the state of

Israel are entirely illegal (Art.19)".

Hetzelfde is waar ten opzichte van het Tien-punten programma dat is

goedgekeurd door de Palestijnse Nationale Raad op de 12e zitting hiervan,

8 juni 1974:

"The PLO will struggle against any plan for the establishment of a

Palestinian entity the price of which is recognition, conciliation, secure

borders..."

Noah Broich Leiden,28 sept. 1983
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